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REVIEW OF THE EXEMPTIONS OR REDUCTIONS AUTHORISED UNDER  / 
.. ARTICLE 8(4) OF COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 92/81/EEC AND THE EXEMPTIONS OR REDUCTIONS 
.  APPLIED UNDER  ARTIC~ES  8(1)(8) AND 8(2)(B) OF THE SAME DIRECTIVE 
1.  SCOPE AND OBJECTIVE OF THE REVIEW 
The Corim{unity Excise system for taxation of mineral oils 
1.1  Council Directive 92/81/EEC1 which came into force on  ill/93 as  part of a package of 
measures  necessary  for  the  abolitiqn  of fiscal  controls  at  intra-Community. frontiers 
defines  the .products  which  are  to  be  regarded  as  mineral  oils  for- the  purposes  of 
Community' Excise Duty provisions. Member States are required, in  accordance with the 
provisions of this  Directive,  to  apply  excise- duty  to  a  specified  range of mineral  oil 
products.  They are free to decide the rate of ~uty they  wish  to  apply  to  each  product 
and,  in certain cases,  for different uses  of each  product,  provided that they  respect the 
minimum rates laid down in  Council  Directive 92/82/EEC2.  Moreover, although  there 
is  provision  in  the Directive for  the  application  of different  rates  of duty  on  different 
· uses of specific products,  this  does  not  extend  to  the  application  of different  rates  for 
different grades ofthe same product.  In  such  cases,  a derogation under Article 8(4)  of 
Directive 92/81/EEC is  necessary.  .! 
1.2  Theproducts concerned and  existing Community minimum rates are as follows: 
PRODUCTS 
Petrol 
leaded 
unleaded 
Gas Oil 
used as propellant  .. 
· ·used for i1;1dustrial and other uses* 
used as heating fuel 
LPG and Methane (1000 kg) 
used as propellant 
used for industrial and other uses* 
'  used as heating fuel 
Heavy Fuel Oil (1000 kg) 
Keros.ene 
used ·as propellant 
used for industrial and other uses* 
used as heating fuel 
ECUPER 
1000 LIT RES· 
337 
287 
245 
18 
18 
100 
36 
0 
13 
245 
18 
0 
'  . 
------------~------~·-- .  .  . 
2 
• 
Council Directive 92/81/E:EC of 19 Octobe.r 1992 on the l1annonisation·of th'e  stmctur~s of exCise 
duties on mineral oils (OJ n° L316, 31110/92). 
Council Directive 92/82/EEC of 19 October 1992 on the approximation of the rates of excise duly on 
mineral oils (OJ n° L316, 31/10/92).  ·  · 
This covers mineral oils used in: 
a)  stationary motors; 
b)  plant and machinery used in constmclion. civil engineering and public works; and 
c)  vehicles intended for off-road use or. which have not been authorised for use on the public 
·highway.  -
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1.3  Any  other  product  used  as  a  motor  fuel  must  be  taxed  at  the  same  rate  as  the 
equivalent fuel  listed  above:·  Any  other hydrocarbon, (except for coal,  lignite,  peat 
or similar-solid hydrocarbons  or natural  gas)· which  is  used  for  heating  purposes, 
must be taxed at the rate  forth~ equivalent mineral oil. 
Exemptions and-reductions 
1.4  Under Article 8(1) of Directive 92/81, Member States are -required to exempt mineral 
oils from the harmonised excise duty when they are : . 
a)  used for purposes other than as  motor fuels or as heating fuels; 
b)  · supplied  for  use  as  fuels  for  the  pu~pose of air  navigat!on  other than  private 
pleasure flying;  · 
c)  supplied for use as fuel for the purposes of navigation within Co_mmunity  waters 
(including fishing), other than in private pleasure craft; 
d)  injected into blast furnaces for reduction purposes. 
1.5  Article  8(?.)  of Directive 92/81  gives  Member  States  the  option  to  apply  total  or 
partial exemptions or reductions on mineral oils when used: 
a)  in the process of  produCing electricity and  in combined power and heat plants; 
b)  for navigation on_inland waterways other than for private pleasure craft; · 
c)  in the field of passenger transpm1, and the carriage of goods by rail; · 
d)  in  the  fi~ld · of  pilot  projects  for  the  technological  development  of  more 
. environmentally-friendly  products  and  in  pai1icular  in  relation  to  fuels  from 
renewable resources; 
e)  in the field of the  manufac.tu_re,  development, testing and maintenance of aircraft 
and ships;  ·  ...  · 
f)  exclusively  in· agricultural and  in horticultural works and  in forestry  and  inland 
fisheries; .  ·  · 
g)  in respect of dredging operations in  n~vigable waterways and in ports. 
1.6  In  addition  to  the  above  compulsory  and  optional  reduced  rates  and  exemptions, 
Member  States  may  apply  to  the  Council  for  authorisation  to ·introduce  further 
exemptions or reduced  rates  "for specific  policy  considerations"  under a procedure 
·laid doWn .in  Article 8(4) of Council Directive 92/81.  This provision was introduced 
to  enable Member States  to  maintain  a number of minor  exemptions  and  reduced 
rates  which  they had applied  prior to  1 January  1993  and  which  did  not affect the 
. proper functioning  of the  Internal  Market.  It  also  permitted  them to  subsequently 
introduce  new  exemptions  or  reduced  rates  designed  to  achieve  certain  National 
policy  objectives.  The  requirement  to  seek  Council  authorisation  was  clearly 
necessary in order to permit the Commission and other Member States to evaluate the · 
possible effects of such  measures and  to  object to  them if they  considered that !hey 
were likely to give rise to distortion of competition or were not compatible with other 
prin~iJ?les· of the Internal Market.  · 5 
1.7  On 19 October 1992  th~ Council took  its  first decisio·n3  granting all  Member States 
individual  and  specific  derogations,  thus. easing  the  introduction  of the .Common 
system on 1 January  1993 ..  A  second  decision  was  taken  on  13  December  1993, 
concerning  requests  from  Belgium,  Luxembourg,  Gr\!ece,  Italy  and  PortugaL 4  A 
third  formal  decision  was  taken  on  22 ·December  1995,  involving  requests  from 
Belgium,  Luxembourg,  Denmark,  Italy,  Austria,  Portugal  and  Finland.5  A  fourth· 
-formal decision was taken on 22 April  1996, inyolving requests from 'italy, Austria, 
Swed_en  and  the  United  Kingdom.  6  A tifth  formal  decision· was  taken  on  27  June 
1996 on a request from lreland.7 . In addition, since neither the Commission nor any 
national administration requested that certain requests be  considered formally  by  the 
Council,  some  decisions  have  been  taken  tacitly.  These  decisions  have  not  been 
published.  They concern requests from Ireland, the UK, France, Germany, Portugal 
and Spain to be allowed to exempt waste oils used for heating purposes; from Italy to 
be allowed lo. apply  reduced rates to mineral· oils consumed  in  the regions of Udine 
· and  Trieste;  and  from  France to  be  allowed  to  apply  reduced  rates· to  mineraL oils 
consumed on the Island of Corsica.  Furthermore, Austria, Finland and Sweden were 
granted certain derogations at the time of their accession to  the Community. - These 
are set out in  their Act of Accession. 8 ·  Funher  reque~ts from  Sweden_,  France and 
Greece are also currently  being processed.  A  full  list  of all  authorisations granted 
under the procedure is set out in  Annex A.  · 
The review reguirements 
1.8  In order to enable the Commission and the-Member States to  continue to  monitor, the 
compatibility of the various derogations granted under the provisions of  Article 8(4) 
with  the  requirements of the  Internal  Market,  Article  8(6)  requires  the  Council  to 
review, before 31  Dece'mher  1996,  "the  situation with regard to  the  exemptions or 
reductions. set out in paragraph (4)  on the  basis of  a report by the  Commissio!l and · 
[to] unanimously determine on a proposal :from the Commission,  qfter consultation· of . 
the European Parliament,  whether any or all of  them shall be abolished, modified or 
extended, II  '  .  • 
1.9 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
This  document  constitutes  the  report  which  the  Commission  is  required  to  make 
under this Article. 
·In addition,  no  later tha-n  31  December  1997,  the  Council_is  required to  review the 
obligatory exemption for mineral oils supplied for use as·  fuel~ for the purpose of air 
navigation  other· than  private  pleasure  flying  provided ·for  in  Article  8(1)(bJ  o_f 
Directive 92/81  as  well  as  the optional exemptions or redtaced  rates permitted under 
Article 8(2)(b) for mineral oils which  are used  under fiscal  control for  navigation on 
inland waterways other than in private pleasure craft.  This review must take place on 
'  '  . 
Council Decision 92/510/EEC of 19 October 1992, OJ L3I6 of31.10.92. 
Council Decision 9~/697/EC of 13 December 1993. OJ L321  of 23. 12.93 .. 
Council Decision 95/585/EC of 22 December 1995. OJ L327 of 30. 12. 95. 
Council Decision 96/273/ECof 22  April  191JG. OJ  Lio2 of24.o4.%. 
Cotincil decisicm 96/41S/EC of 27 June 1996. OJ  L 172 .of II 07.'\.>6. 
Annex IX, Chapter XV fiscality OJ CHI (p 335) of29.08.1994. 6 
the basis of a  report~by the Commission and  must- take account of the external costs 
entailed in such means of transport and  the  implications for the environment, and the 
Council must decide unanimously, on  a proposal  from  the  Commission whether to 
abolish or modify these exemptions. 
This . review  clause .  in  Article  8(7)  only  foresaw  a  review  being  carried -out,  ·by 
31 December  1997.  However,  given  the  interest  shown  by /Member  States,  the 
Commission  indicated  in  its  first  revie~ of the  minimum  rates  of excise duty9  its 
willingness  to  look  at  these  specific  exemptions  as  part  of its  general. review  of 
Article  8(4)  during  .the  course  -~f 1996.  This  do-cument  therefore  constitutes  the 
report which-the Commission is required to make under Atticle 8(7). 
Structure of the review 
1.10  Over 70 derogations have riow  been given  under Article  8(4)  and  for  convenience, 
they have beeri grouped according to  the  various policy areas in which they fall.  In 
some cases there are several possible headings and  in  these  instances the derogation 
has been  listed  under what is  considered  to  be the  primary  reason  for the request. 
The first area is  that  of Transport to  which  can  be  linked  the  questions of air and 
inland water navigation.  Air transport is  dealt with  in  Chapter 2 and  sea and  inland 
waterway  transport  in  Chapter  3.  · A  second  grouping  is  the  Industrial  and 
Commercial sector de_alt with in Chapter 4.  This includes exemptions on fuel used in 
_  ._  alumina  production,  the  production  of  molecular  sieves  and  samples  taken  for 
analysis.  The third group  is  the Environmental oolicv area,  covered in  Chapter 5, 
which is  becoming more and  more important.  Member States who want to  use tax 
incentives  in their  environmental  policy  are  increasingly  applying  for  derogations 
based on environmental arguments.  Examples-here are the ability to apply  different 
rates to different environmental classes for diesel fuel  and  petrol, exemptions for the 
use of waste oils i;\S  heating fuel and  reduced rates of  duty on fuels  - especially gases 
- used in public transport vehicles.  The fomth category  is  Re-gional policv,  covered 
in. Chapter  6  where'  some  Member  States  have  been  granted  derogations  for  fuel · 
consumed in particular regions.  The final  area is  Other policv, dealt with in  Chapter 
7, which covers derogatiqns such as those concerned with the taxation qf fuel  used by 
the armed  forces  and  Government agencies  and  social policy  areas  such  as  reduced 
rates of duty  on  fuel  consumed  by  vehicles  used by  disabled  persons, fuel  used  in 
lightho~ses, in pumps used for  dr~inage of flooded  land and  in desalination plants.  A 
breakdown of derogations by category is  set olit in Annex B. 
1.11  As already indicated, it is clear that in evaluating the individual derogations, the main 
focus  must be on the  criteria laid  down  in  Article 8(5)  of the  s~ructures Directive : 
compatibility  with  the  Internal  Market,  fair  competition  and  the  protection  of the 
environment.  However,  given that the  derogations  have  also  been  granted to  fulfil 
other policy  concerns, such  as  Transport,  Industrial,  Regional  or Social, the review 
will  also have to  consider the  impact of these derogations  in  other policy  areas and 
evaluate in  a number of cases whether a fiscal  incentive provides the best instrument 
for such purposes: 
9  Commission Report, COM(95) 285 Final of 13.09.1995. •' 
7 
1.12  Finally, ·the  Commission  considers  that  1t  1s  necessary  to  examine  the  whole 
procedure  whereby  Member  States  can . apply . for,  and  the- Council. agrees  to, 
derogations from the general regime.  Chapter 8 of this report therefore analyses the  . 
experience to date with the existing system.  -8 
l.  REVIEW OF THE EXEMPTIONS GRANTEJ) TO AVIATION FUEL 
2.1  ·As  already  outlined  in  Chapter  1,  the  Commission  has  undertaken  to  review  the 
compulsory  exemption  for  commercial  aircraft  fuel.  This  chapter deals  with  this 
obligatory exemption as  out.Jined  in  Article 8(1)(b) of Council Directive 92/81/EEC. 
and also examines the  various  national  authorisations  granted  under Artiple  8(4) of 
the  same  Directive  concerning  private  aircraft' fuel.  In  reviewing  the  exemption 
provision it  is explicitly  stated  in  the review clause that the review will  have to .take 
into  account  the  external  costs  entailed  in  such  means  of  transport  and  the 
implications for the environment 
The obli2atory  exemption.  under article  8(1)(b),  from  the  harmonised  excise 
duty on mineral oils supplied for  use as fuels  for the purpose of air -navi2ation 
other than private pleasm·e flying ·  · 
The existine situation 
2.2  There are two types of aviation fuel  in  current use. Jet fuel  (AVTUR or JET- Al) is 
used  by  jet  and  turboprop  powered  aircraft  and  powers  the  vast  majority  of 
international  and  intra  Community  flights.  Aviation  gasoline  (AVGAS)  is  used  in 
. smaller  piston  engined  aircraft operated. by  air  taxi  companies  and  in -virtually  all 
private aircraft.  The commercial use of aviation fuel  can be divided into three areas: 
1)  International flights  involving departure to or arrival from third countries. 
2)  Intra-Community'flights involving travel between two or more Member States. 
3)  National flights. 
2.3  Aviation  kerosene  (AVTUR)  is  currently  not  subject  to  taxation.  This  is  largely· 
because  of international  commitments  under  which  all  contracting  parties  to  the 
International  Civil  ·Aviation  Organisation  (ICAO)  have  entered  into  reciprocal 
arrangements to supply aircraft fuel exempt of all  taxes.  To be  more specific, Article 
· 24 of the Chicago Convention on International Civil Aviation of 1944, which states: 
·~Fuel, lubricating oils, spare parts,  regular equipment and aircraft stores on board 
on aircraft of a contracting  Srare,  on  arrival in  the terrirmy of  another contracting 
S,tate and retained on board on leaving rhe rerrirory oftlwr Srare shall be exempt from 
c;ustoms duty,  in.,pecrionfees or similar narional or local duries and charges". 
2.4  Although  Article 24 of the Chicago convention only  deals  with  "goods"  already  on 
board the aircraft,  the  ICAO  Council  re.solution  of 14  December  1993  (Doc 8632-
C/968) confirms that fuel  embarked on aircraft destined  for  another State, shall also 
be exempt.  Furthermore,  it  is  m~de clear that  "  .........  or similar national or local 
duties and charges" includes  for example excise  duties  and  sales  and  consumption 
taxes.  These  resolutions  are  adhered  to  by  all  EU  Member  States  and  are 
implemented  through  several  bilateral  agreements.  All  Member  States  of  the 
European  Union  are  members  of ICAO,  while  the  European  Community  has  had 
observer status since 1989. 
\ 9 
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2.5  In the light of this international commitinent and also taking into account the-problem 
of competition  between  Community  and  third  country  airlines  the  Council,  when 
adopting a harmonised structure for excise duties within the  Union, chose to provide 
a  compulsory  exemption  for  commercial  aircraft  fuel  (Article  8(1)(b)  of Council 
Directive 92/81/EEC of 19 October 1992). 
The competitiveness of the European air transport industry 
2.6  The air transport  in_dustry  is  more exposed  to  third  country  competition  than  any 
other form of transport with the possible exception of shipping.  Taxation of aviation 
fuel  used  on  intra  Community  or  international  flights  would  reduce  the 
competitiveness of the European industry in  relation to third country  carriers~ 
2. T  Fuel costs represent 10-15%  of the  operating costs  of European carriers.  The Air 
Transport Association of Arnerica has calculated  the  costs  of the discontinuation of 
the jet fuel: waiver in  the United StateslO.  The supplementary cost for the American 
air carriers would  be  in  the  range of 500 million dollars annually  in  addition to  the 
negative effects on airline industry employment. ·The overall effects would be similar 
for the European industry, the level of cost obviously depending on tfle  level of tax . 
. If tax were to  be levied  in  the European  Union at the same  rate as  that agreed  (but 
waived)  for jet fuel  in  the  United ·States,  the  cost  f9r  the  European  air  transport 
industry. would  be  in  excess  of 250  million  ECU  per  yem•.  This  would  clearly 
constitute  a  substantial  burden  for  any  _industry  faced  with _fierce  international 
competition. 
Transport and Environment 
2.8  As previously stated, the Council decided  in  1992 that the review of mandatory duty 
/exemptions for· fuel  consumed in commercial aviation and  navigation should be based 
on  the  external  costs  of  such  modes  of  tr~nsport  and  their  environm.ental 
implications.  Both  aspects  are discussed  here  as·  a  number of policy  developments 
have t<iken-place since then: 
.  '  . 
In its  conclusions .on  transport and  the environment of 16  December  1994,  the 
Council considered that excluding  commercial  air traftic from  indirect taxation 
cannot be justified on environmental grounds and  called  on the Commission to 
take this into account in  reviewing the tax exemptions concerned. 
The  Fifth  EnvironmentaJ  Action  Programme
1  (COM(92)23  final,  27.3.1992) · 
stated  that  ']Jrices  sluruld  rc~flecr  rhe  full  cosr  ro  society  ofproduction and 
consumption,  including  rhe  environmenrul cosr:"  (Chapter 7.4).  In  its  propos?! 
for  a  Eut~opean Parliament and  Council  Decision  on  the  review  of the  Action 
Programme  (COM(95)647  final,  24. 1.1996),  the  Commission  proposed  to 
develop  "measures  ro  achieve  a  ~rewer inremalisarion  l?l  exrernal  co.,·rs  in 
transport prices" 
10  The United States has established a fuel tax of  ~.3 cents/gallon for national carriers but has recently 
waived its application.  _ 10 
Similarly, the policy paper on transportation presented by Italy on behalf of the 
EU  to  the ·ad  hoc  group  on  the  Berlin  Mandate  under  the  UN  Framework 
Convention on Climate Change proposed to explore the feasibility on introducing 
aviation fuel  taxation il)  the ICAO  framewor~.  At their meeting in Paris on 19 -
20 February  1996, the OECD Environment Ministers  "urged the  International-
Civil Aviation Organisation  (ICAO)  and other competent bodies to  explore the 
feasibility of introducing different  regulatory  or fiscal measures,  including  air 
fuel taxation and efficiency standards,· "· 
2.9  Action  is  needed  as  emissions  from  aircraft  represent  an  increasing· proportion of 
Community  production  of several  major  pollutants.  A  number. of studies  have_ 
indicated that the rapid growth in  air transport is  likely to lead to a doubling of C02 
emissions from this source by 2005 compa1'ed with  1993.  This trend undermines the 
achievement of the Comn1unity's objectives for stabilising C02 emissions by the year 
2000 at 1990 levels and reducing them thereafter.  ·  . 
. External costs 
2.10  The Commission has adopted the Green Paper "Towards Fair and Efficient Pricing in 
Transport"  (COM(95)691  final;  20.12.1995).  The  Green  Paper  states  that  the 
,  uncertainty surrounding external cost estimates does  not  invalidate the  need to make 
changes where appropriate as  the ·direction  and  order of magnitude of the  required 
changes  is  known.  In  this  respect,  the  figures  advanced  by  the  Green  Paper are  ' 
relevant for  this  review,  not  only  in  relation  tc  their  overall  size,  but also  on the 
hierarchy they establish. between di'ffere1it·transport modes. 
2.11 
2.12 
Based  on  these  orders of magnitude,  it  is  worth  noting  that,  although  aviation -is 
responsible for  6%  of the overall cost, which  is  relatively  minor compared to  road 
transport,  15.6% of the external  cost  of air  pollution  in  the  EU  is  attributable  to 
aircraft. In comparison, the absolute figures for waterborne transport are negligible. 
Given  the  environmental  impact  of aviation  activities,  the  mandatory  exemption 
·applied to  mineral oils used  in  aviation (Article 8(1 )(b)) should ideally be abolished. 
However,  the  practical  impact  of such  an  initiative  taken  solely  at  a  national  or 
Community level cannot be  ignored: 
Community  carriers  would find  Them  ..  'lelves  ar  a· comperitive  disadvantage  vis a 
yis third country_ carriers by having IV pay, higher prices for theirfuel; 
there would be a risk  t?f rhird  counrries  acring  as  "gas  srarions" for European 
carriers,. implying rhar  large  amounrs  l?{  umaxed fuel  wouk!  be  burned  over 
European  ainpace jn  ad{iiTion  ro  llze  problem l?{ a  higher fuel burn and extra 
kilometres flown in  oi·da ro  carry The  unr£Lted fuel.  This  would depend on the 
level of  dury charged as rlze  extra  c.:osrs  l?{ diversion  would need 10  be balanced 
against rhe possible savings bur certain carriers c·ould be put at a disadvantage if 
·they did nor have ready access ro  unrax_edfuel ourside The  Union. ll 
costs for consumers would rise,  since any  increasf.~ in fuel-prices will invariably 
be passed on by carriers,· 
·.  2~  13  Besides· the  problem_  of  competition  with  carriers  from  third  countries,  the 
compulsory· tax -exemption  has  so  far  helped  to  prevent  distortion  of competition 
between carriers inside  the  Community.  A  unilateral  removal  would risk creating· 
distortions if a common tax-level wa~ not agreed.  -
Conclusion 
- .  . 
2.14  The  Commission· concludes -that a clause should be included in  Article· 8(l)(b) of ·. 
Council Directive 92/81/EEC which  would  require the Council to extend excise 
duties  on  mineral  oil  to  aviation  kerosene  as. soon  as  the  international  legal 
situation allows the Community to levy such a tax on all carriers including those 
·from third countries.  This proposal would -strengtheri the Community•_s position 
for a corresponding- initiative in  the framework of ICAO  .. This conclusion will 
be acted upon when the Commission puts forward proposals later this year for a 
legal  framework for. the  taxation of energy  products.  ·- At  the same  time  the 
Commission  will  examine  the  po-ssibility  of  amending  the  \vording  of  the 
exemption to give Member States the option to levy  ta:x_ on fuel used for national 
_flights pending the abolition of the exemption.-
The various national exemptions on aviation fuelused in  pi'ivate pleasure flyin2, 
2ranted under Article 8(4) of Council Directive 92/81/EEC 
Existin2 exemptions or reductions 
2.15  Virtually  all  aviation  fuel- used  in  private  pieasure  flying  is  aviation  gasoline 
(AVGAS).  Article 8.l(b) provides for an obligatory exemption frC?m  the harmonised 
excise duty on mineral oils supplied -for use as  fuel~ for the purposes_ of air navigation 
other than  private. pleasure  flying.  Council  Decision  92/510/EEC of  1'9  October 
1992  allows  Belgium;  Denmark,  France,  Italy,  Ireland,  Portugal,  and  the  United 
Kingdom  to  apply  reductions  or exemptions  from  the  harmonised  excise  duty  on 
mineniloils, to fuel  used  il1  private pleas11re  flying.  Council Decision 96/273/EEC 
. of 22 April  1996 gives Sweden the same power and  the treaty of Accession provides 
Finland with the same derogation ..  Only  the Swedish derogation  is  explicitly  limited 
in time uritil  the end of 1996.  Therefore, a total  of 9 out of the  15  Member States 
have been authorised to apply reduced rates or exemptions from duty on aviation fuel 
when used for private flying.  In  practice,  Ireland  and  the  United  Kingdom apply a 
reduced rate, while the other seven Member States apply a total exemption. 
2.16  The key issue for transport  policy, next to  the internalisation of extemal costs, is  the. 
creation of a  level  playing  field  across  transport  modes.  When  the  these  are  not 
·priced  at  their  full  costs,  serious  distortions  in.  the·  transpo~·t  sector  can  occur; · 
resulting  in  substantial  welfare- losses.  Although  not' raising·· major  competition 
concerns and limited in  size, the exemption.of fuel· for private pleasure flying violates. 
the goal of efficient pricing. 12 
2.17 · The role of the EU in this field  is  important, as  the  impact of efficient pricing in one 
country can have substantial effects on transport allocation  in  other countries, due to 
increased international integration.  If one country gives preferential treatment to one 
mode . of  transport,  neighbottring  countries  may  be  forced  to  do  likewise-. 
·Conceivably, reduced excise duty  rates  on  fuels  for  some  modes of transport could 
be justified, depending on the extent to  which they already cover their infrastructure 
costs through other fees  and charges. 
Conclusion 
2.18  Many  of the  environmental  arguments  relatillg  to  commercial  aviation,  also 
apply  to  private  pleasure  flying~  AltJ10ugh  several  Member  S~tes  have 
expressed reservations concerning the administrative complications of removing 
the  exemption  for  private  flying,  other  administrations  already  operate  this 
"  policy  without major problems.  To be consistent in  its  transport, environment 
and  taxation  policy,  the  Commission  concludes  that  the  exemptions  granted 
should be abolished. 13 
' 
3.  REVIEW  OF TilE REDUCTIONS  OR  EXEI\WTIONS  GRANTEU  TO  FUEL  CONSUMED  FOR 
SOME MEANS OF WATERBORNE TRANSPOitT 
Exemption or reductions of  ~xcise duti  of fuel  us~d in commercial navi2ation on 
inland waterways (Article 8(2)(b) of Directive 92/81/EEC). 
The existin2 situation 
3.1  Article 8(1)(c) of Council92/81/EEC requires Member S!ates to exempt froin excise 
duty mineral oils used as  fuel  by  commercial vessels in  Community waters, including 
fishing vessels.  Article 8(2) also allows Member States to  exempt, wholly or partly, 
such oils used aS fuel  in  commercia·!  pavigati01i  on  inland  waterways.  The revision 
. clause  in  Article  8(7)  of the  Directive  only  provides  for  a  review  of commercial 
. navigation on inland waterways and  not the obligatory exemption io  Article 8(l)(c). 
3.2  The expression "Commu.nity waters" covers the territorial waters of the 15 Member 
States,  namely  the  sea  zone  up  to  12  miles  from  the  baseline  of the  coast,  and 
including the  "internal  waters"  of each  Member State,  that  is  to  say  the sea areas 
largely surrounded by land, and  ports.  The seas outside territorial water are the high 
seas.  "Inland waterways"  includes lakes and  rivers. 
3.3  At present Austria (on  the  river Danube and lake  Constance),  Belgium,  Denmark, 
Spain, Italy,  Luxembourg,  Finland,  the  Netherlands,  Germany  and  Sweden  ex~mpt 
•  fuel  used in  commercial  navigation  on  inlancj  waterways.  France,  Ireland  and  the 
. United Kingdom give reductions in  the rate of excise duty while. Greece. and  P9rtugal 
give no exemption or redu"ctions ·in the rate ofduty for this specific use.· 
Transport externalities 
3.4  Inland  navigation  has  extremely  low  external  costs;  the  external· costs  of accidents 
and  noise,  for example, are virtually nil,  whilst ·air  pollution costs are greatly below 
·those · incurred  by  road  transport.  The  inland  waterway  network  als.o  has 
considerable  spare. capadty  and  can  therefo're  play  a  role  in  diverting  traffic away  . 
from congested parts of the  road  networks.  For these reasons, encouraging a modal 
shift  away  from  road  transport  to  more  envii:onmentally  friendly  modes,  such  as  · 
inland  navigation· forms  part of Comimmity  transport policy.  The aim was outlined 
in  the  Commission's ·white  Paper  _:'The  future  Development  of  th~  Common 
Transport Policy" which  was  published  iri  1992  and  the  issue  of·external .costs  is· 
analysed  in  depth  in the Commission's  recently  published  Green  Paper  "Towards 
Fair and Efficient Pricing in Transport". 
3.5  The Green Paper presents an -overview 'of the  mounting  evidence  which  shows  that 
present trends in transport are tmsustainable and  examines various policy options for 
internalising  the  large  external  costs  of  road · transpo1;t  iri  order  to  arrive  at  a 
sustainable and  more efficient transport system.  This, however,  is  a  long-term aim. 
· Until the policies and technologies are  iri  place which would allow the true costs of 
road  transport. to  be  internalised,  there is  a  need  to  ensure  that ·environmentaJly-
friendly modes of transport are not disadvantaged.' 14 
3.6  Furthermore, since certain waterways are used by  vessels also engaged in navigation 
'in  Community  waters,  inland  navigation  should  be  put on the  sam~ footing  as  all 
other  commercial  shipping  in  respect  of  excise.  duty:  Another . element  for 
consideration is that inland navigation fuel on the Rhine, by  virtue of a special· Rhine 
Regulation of 1954,· is  already  exempt  from  excise duty.  In  economic terms,  the 
Rhine is  by far the most imp.ortant waterway  in  Europe,  and  it  wo~ld therefore be . 
. logical to harmonise the rules on other waterways with those currently in  force on the 
Rhine.  · 
3. 7  With regard. to  the optional exemption for  the  carriage_" of goods  and  passengers by 
rail  (Article  8(2)(c)  of  Council  Directive  92/81/EEC),  the  above  mentioned 
arguments concerning external costs are equally applicable. ··As  such the question .of 
the  exemption  for  rail  services  should  be  considered  in  the  overall ·context  of 
Directive·  92/81/EEC. when  the  Commission  puts  forward  proposals  for  a  new. 
general approach to the .taxation of energy products.  From information available to 
the  Commission;  Belgium,  Denmark,  Spain  and. Luxembourg  exempt  certain  fuel 
types from excise duty  when used  in  rail  transport.  Austria,  Finland,  France, Italy, 
Ireland, the Netherlands· and  the  Uniteq  Kingdom apply  a  reduced  rate_.  Germany, 
Greece and  Portugal  do  not  grant any  exemption or reduction  in  the  rate of duty. 
Sweden only  ex~mpts.  fuel  used  to  transport goods  by  rail,  fuel  used  for  passenger 
transport being taxable. 
Conclusion 
3.8  To ensure a level playing field and to pursue environmental and transport policy 
goals  the  Commission  concludes  that  the  optional  exemption  for  inhind 
waterways  should  be  made  obligatory  as ·is  already  the  case  for  maritime 
navigation in  Com~unity waters.  This matter togethea· with the question of the 
exemption for rail services will  be addressed by  the Commission in its proposru 
later this year for a·framework for the taxation of energy products.  . 
Exemption or reduction in the rate of duty on fuel used in  p~ivate pleasure craft 
Existing situation 
3.9  Under Council Decision 927510/EEC of 19  October  1992  Belgium,  Greece,  Ireland 
and  the  United  Kingdom  have  th_e  right  to  exempt  from  excise  duty  fuel  used  in 
private pleasure craft.  Finland  has  the  same  power under the  Accession Treaty  (OJ 
C241 of 29 August 1994).  Ireland  and  the  United  Kingdom apply a reduced rate of 
· duty,  while  Greece  limits  the  tax  exemption  to  vessels. not  registered  in  Greece. 
Belgium and Finland apply an exemption. 
3.10  Problems have occurred where private pleasure craft have arrived  in a Member State 
not granting any exemption· carrying marked low taxed or exempt fueL  The fuel had 
·been legally  bunkered  in  a Member State applying a derogation,  but the fact that it 
was  mark~d led  to  investigations  and  delays.  Furthermore,  the  risk  of  "cross-
border"  shopping  between  taxing  and  non-taxing  Member  States·  is  substantial  in 
view of the wide variation in duty rates. IS 
. Conclusion 
3.11  As  with  private  use  of aviation  fuel,  concern  has ·been  expressed  by  several 
Member States about the administmtive. complications of removing the power to 
grant reductions  and  exemptions  in  this  area.  Nevertheless,  to  ensure  the 
functioning  of the  Internal Market,  and since  no  environmental  or transport 
,  policy goals support an exemption of this specific use the  Co~mission concludes 
that the derogations alre~dy granted be ·cancelled. 16 
4.  REVIEW OF THE DEROG~TIONS  EXISTING IN THE INDUSTRIAL AND  COMMERCIAL 
~~R  . 
The existine situatio.n 
4.1  As  mentioned in  paragraph  1. 7 a  number of Member States  have been  gianted 
derogations for specific Industrial and Commercial policy reasons.  These include 
the production of alumina in  Sardinia and  the Shannon  area,  samples taken  for 
analysis, testing or other scientific puq)oses, reduced rates of duty for enterprises 
with a very high .consumption of energy and the production of molecular sieves in 
Calabria.  · 
4.2  Council Decision 92/510/EEC of 19  October  1992.  gave  Ireland  the power to 
contjnue to exempt from excise duty  mineral oils used as fuel in the production of 
alumina in  the Shannon  region.  The Irish government requested  this derogation 
to  assist  an  Industry  in  a  relatively  underdeveloped  area.  The  production  of 
alumina in this area uses heavy fuel oil as· an energy source, and it was felt that it 
could not compete with other countries industries having  lower tax  rates on  fuel 
oil  and  possibly  also  using  lower  or  non  taxed  natural  gas  or  other  energy 
sources .. No time limitation was linked to  the Irish .derogation.  Italy obtained a 
similar derogation for the production of alumina in Sardinia by  Council Decision 
93/697/EEC of 13  Pecember 1993  untiJ  31  December 1994 for similar reasons. 
· This  derogation  was extended  until  31  December  1996  by  Council · Decision 
96/273/EEC of 22 April 1996. 
4. 3  Germany and  the  Netherlands  have a derogation allowing  them  to  exempt from 
taxation samples of mineral oils intended for analysis,  tests on  production or for 
o~her scientific purposes (Council Decision 92/510/EEC of 19 October 1992). ·In. 
practice  Germany  applies  a  total  exemption  while  the  Netherlands  does  not 
currently  use  the derogation.  At  present no  distortion of the  functioning  of the 
Internal  Market  deriving  from  the  application  of these ·  dero'gations  has  been 
identified. 
4.4  Denmark and  Sweden  have both  been  given  derogations  which  allows  them  to 
apply a lower taxation for fuel  used  in  the industrial sector.  Denmark is allowed 
to  apply: · "partial  reimbursement to  the  commercial sector,  provided that such 
taxes are in confo17nity  with  Community provision and provided that the amount 
' '  of  the tax paid and not reimbursed at all times respects the minimum rates of  duty 
or monitoring  charge  on  mineral  oils  as  provided for  in  Community  law".· 
(Council  Decision  92/510/EEC  of  19  October  1992).  Sweden  obtained  in  its 
Accession  Tr~ty a derogation  allowing  it  to  apply;  "a  reduced excise duty  rate 17 
for mineral oils used for industrial purposes; on the condition that suc!J  rates-: we 
at  no  time  set  below  the  minimum  rates  laid  down  In  Council"  Directive 
92182/EEC".  Sweden  has  since  applied  for  an  amendment  to  the  existing,. 
derogation to allow it to apply both a reduced  rate for industrial purposes and  a 
super redu~ed rate for heavy energy consuming industry until 31  December 1998. 
4.5  Both countries have introduced C02 t:axes  which are calculated as  a part of the 
overall  excise  duty -·on  mineral  oils.  To  avoid  harming  industry  and  its 
competitive position unneCessarily,  they apply lower rates to industry.  Given that 
Sweden  has  decided  to  increase  its  C02 tax  and  enlarge  its  scope  it  requires 
further support for heavy energy consuming industry.  A practice already used in 
Denmark.· The Danish system has been notified to  the Commission .and  the State 
Aid aspect examined.  Since the exemption  is  available on  the basis of objective. 
criteria to  all companies,  regardless of sector or region  concerned and  since the. 
authorities do not have any discretionary  P9Wer 'in  .the  granting  of exemptions,· 
the scheme can be said to constitute a general.measure falling outside the scope of 
Article 92(1) of the Treaty.  The new  Swedish  system  has  been  notified  to  the 
-Commission and is  being examined by the Commission Services for  its  possible· 
State  aid  aspects.  The  two  remaining  countries  in  the  Community  having 
introduced  C02/energy taxes,  the  Netherlands  (which  cap the  tax  paid  on the 
basis of annual consl;lmption by heavy industrial consumers) and Finland have not 
applied for any derogation for Industry.  (. 
4.6  The overall question of creating the necessary flexibility for Member States when  . 
wishing .to introduc;:e environmental taxes,  such as a C02/  energy tax  ~ill have to 
be considered within the framework orthe Commission proposals on  the taxation 
of energy products which will be submitted to Council later this year. 
4. 7  CQpncil  Decision· 95/585/EEC  of, 22  December  1995  allows,Italy  to  apply  a 
"reduction in the excise duty on fuel oil, for the production of  steam,  and for gas 
· oil,  used in ovens for drying and activating molecular sieves in  Reggio Calabria .. 
In no case can the reduced rate fall below ECU 18 per tonne".  This derogation 
applies  until  31  Decemqer  1996.  The  Italian  plant  uses  mineral  oil  in  its 
production  while  similar plants  in  other  Member  States  use  natural  gas  which 
according  to  the Italian  authorities  gives. them  a  competitive  advantage.  The 
Italian authorities requested total exemption, but examination by tne Commission 
· indicated that natural gas in,  for example, Germany and France is  also taxed and 
as  such  the pure energy costs  would  be  comparable if at  least  the  Community 
minimum  rate  was  maintained.  The  Council  therefore  agreed,  on  ~ proposal 
from the Commission, to authorise a reduced rate rather than an exemption. 18 
4.8  All  the derogations granted in  this area have been examined by  the Commission 
from  an  Internal Market ·viewpoint.  In  general,  an_  exemption from  ~xcise duty 
for  certain  undertakings,  .products  or  the  production  of certain- goods  in  a 
Member  State  constitutes  a  state  aid  within  the  meaning  of  Article  92(1), 
providerl it is  capable  of distorting  competition  and  affecting  trade  between 
Member  States.  Article .  92  stipulates  that. state  aid  is  incompatible  with  the 
common  market and  thus prohibited,  unless  it  is  approved  by  the  Commission 
pursuant to one of the exemption clauses in  Article 92(2)  or (3).  .In  Article 92 
the most important exemption clause covers regional aid and aid  to  facilitate the 
development  of certain  economic  activities,  such  as  aid  to  'sMEs  or  aic!  for 
environmental protection. 
4.9  It is clear,  therefore, that to the extent the existing exemptions from excise duties 
constitute state aids, they can only be allowed to continue--if exemption under one 
of the relevant clauses in  Article 92 is applicable and such exemption is subject .to 
the  conditions  the  Commission  normally· imposes  to  approve  such  aid.  1!.1  the 
light of these considerations and on the basis of the information available it seems 
that  several  of  the  existing  exemptions  give  rise  to  some  concern.  The 
Commission therefore proposes to examine these derogations to  see whether they 
are-incompatible with the Common Market. 
4.10 
4.11 
Conclusions 
The  Commission  concludes  that  the  Italian  derogation  for  alumina 
production in Sardinia  be.extende~·u.ntil31 December 1998 subject to the  -· 
relevant  Community  minimum  duty  rates  being  respected.  The  Irish 
·derogation for alu~ina production in the Shannon area should, in principle, 
be. extended only until 31  December 1998.  The Commission_ would therefore . 
expect· the Member States  concerned  to  notify  the  provisions  in  question 
':lnder Article 93(3)  of the Treaty in sufficient time so  that it can evaluate 
. them in accordance with the appropriate provisions of the Treaty, inch.iding 
Article 92 (3). 
The Commission concludes that the German derogation allowing exemption 
from .  taxation  for  samples. intended  for  analysis,  test  or  other  scientific . 
purposes should be limited until 31  December 1998.  The Commission will 
monitor the competitive aspects of the derogation and before 31  December 
1998  wi!l  submit proposals  to  t~e Council  concerning  the  future .of  the 
derogation.  The same derogation. for the Netherlands should be  abolished 
since it is not being used. 
4.12  The  Commission  concludeS  that  the  Danish  and  Swedish  derogations 
allowing them to· apply reduced rates of duty on. fuel  used ·in  the industrial 
sector should -be limited until agreement is reached on a common Community 
framework  for  taxation  of energy  products  which  should  deal· with  this 
matter at 3:. Community level, or at the latest until 31  December 1998. 19 
4.13  The. Commission  concludes  that .the  derogation  allowing'  Ibdy to  apply 
· reductions in the excise duty on fuel oil used in the production of stea111 .and 
for gas oil used in ovens for drying and activating molecuhir sieves:in Reggio 
Calabria .should· be  extended ·until  31  December  1998.  The  rates  appJied 
must respect Community minimum. rates.  The Coiruhission. will  evaluate in 
detail this derogation to ·which _similar  considerations apply as those set out 
in para 4.10.' '  . 
:·'1 
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5.  REVIEW OF TilE DEROGATIONS EXISTING IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL SECTOR 
The existine situation 
5.1  As  set out in paragraph  1. 7,  all  Member  States  have  been  granted derogations for 
specific  environmental  policy  reasons~  This  heading  covers  a  wide  variety  of 
derogations which may also over!:1p with ether pc!icy areas but they have been listed 
under the environmental category as  this  appears to  be  the  major motivating factor. 
There can be no doubt that this sector will have an increased importance in any futUre 
requests.  Member  States  have  in  some  cases  felt  that  the  existing  Directives 
regulating the taxation of mineral oil products were too restrictive when they wanted 
to adopt cost effective measures to  achieve environmental policy objectives.  · Article 
8(4) has, to date, been the only route for such initiatives.  For example the ability to 
apply differential tax  rates to  different environmental categories of fuel.  products has 
been given to several Member States.  · 
5.2  Derogations covered  in  this chapter include those given to  the  burning of waste ::>ils, 
to  LPG, natural gas and  methane when  used  for Commercial or Industrial  purposes 
and  as  motor  fuels  for  public  transport,  to  motor  and  heating  fuels  of different 
environmental categories and  the use of waste hydrocarbon gases as heating fuel.  It 
is also worth mentioning that several of the decisions concerning the burning of waste 
oil have been taken tacitly undet:-the procedure laid down in  Article 8(4).  Thisbeing 
the case, these decisions have not yet been published. 
Public transport 
5.3  Austria,  Belgium,  Denmark,  Greece,  Spain,  Italy,  Ireland,  Luxembourg,  Portugal 
· and the United Kingdom have all  obtained derogations allowing them to exempt from 
excise duty fuel  us~d in  local public transport.  The Austrian and Spanish derogations 
are limited to LPG and the Luxembourg ai1d Portuguese to LPG, methane and natural 
gas..  As  in  other  areas,  the  exemptions  are  applied  differently  in  the  different 
Member States.  From information available to  the  Commission, Denmark iimits  its 
exemption· to  certain  fuel  products,  Belgium,  Italy· and  Ireland  on,ly  allow  the 
application  of a  reduced  rate, . while  Greece  and  Luxembourg  do  not  apply  the 
derogation.  The  United  Kingqom  does  not  apply  the  derogation  as  a  direct  duty 
adjustment, the reimbursement being made by  way of a grant based on. the amount. of 
. excise duty paid on fuel  consumed.  · 
5.4  There is  mounting evidence which  shows that the  present growth trends in  transport 
are unsustaii1able.  To make  public  transport more attractive by  lowering fuel  costs 
could  contribute to  developing  a  more  sustainable 'more  efficient_ and less  polluting 
transport  system.  The  pollution  will  of course  depend  on  the  fuel  used  in  the 
different  means  of transport.  However  seen  from  a  pure  economic  angle,  when 
various transport modes are not priced  at  their full  cost,  serious misallocations in the 
transp<;>rt secto.r' and. substantial welfare losses can be  the  consequence.  Therefore the 
tax exemptions. applied could be said to  violate the goal of efficient pricing. 21' 
Conclusions 
5.5  The. Commission  concludes  that the  derogations  granted .in  respeCt  of public 
transport be maintained mitil a general r:ule  is  introduced as p3rt Qf acommon 
Community framework for the taxatio•i of energy i>•·oducts or at the latest until 
31 December 1998. · 
General  exemptions  or reductions  in  the  rate of duty to  b~ applied  to  LPG. 
Natural Gas and Methane 
5.6  Council Directive 92/82/EEC of 19 October 1992on the nites of duty on mineral oils 
sets, among others, a tax rate on LPG and  methane.· Natural gas as  such falls outside· 
the scope of the Directive.  However,  if natural gas is used a~ a motor fuel,  Article 
2(3)  of the  stnictures  Directive  requires  that  it  shall  be  taxed  at  the  rate  for  the 
equivalent product, i.e. LPG. 
5.7  Austria, Belgium, Greece,' Finland, Italy,  Ireland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and 
the  United  Kjngdom  have  all  obtained derogations  allowing.them  to· exempt  LPG, 
natural  gas and/or  methane  from  excise  duty.  Austria  has  a  derogation  unti~ 31 
. December 1996 for natural gas and  me~hane only, while Finland has· it  for  LPG and 
·methane.  Fo~ Italy,  Ireland and the  United Kingdon1 the derogation is  limited to  use 
as a  motor fuel.  ·From the  information available. to  the  Commission,  Belgium only 
, applies a reduced rate in  the Commercial and  Industrial sector.  So does Greece but 
only for  LPG  and  methan~.  Ireland  applies  a  reduced  rate.  Italy  in practice only 
exempts  methane,  Luxembourg  exempts  natural  gas·  t1sed  as  a  road  fuel  while  a 
reduced  rate  is  applied  to  LPG  and  methane.·  The  United  Kingdom  applies  an 
exemption to_ all  gases for off-road n1otor  use while the  Netherlands exempts natural  · 
gas and applies lower rates to LPG and  methane.'  The general ·impression is  that the 
derogations obtained are only ~sed in alimited way by the individual Member States. 
5.8  Viewed from an energy poiicy angle it appears that the application of exemptions and  · 
reductions on, forexarnple, LPG creates a distortion vis-a-vis  othe1~ fuel  types.  From 
an · Intermil  Market  view  point,  if  the  derogation  is  used  to  promote  national 
production, the competition aspect·cannot be ignored. 
5.  9 · Europe is  currently devoting a great deal of effort to the development and  promotion 
of natural gas vehicles.  The arguments in  favom: of this fuel  revolve around the fact 
that it  produces  less  pollution and  is  an  indigenous  alter~ative to  gasoline which  is 
largely  imported.  .In  an  initial phase  there  could· be  a  need  for  Member States  to_ 
apply a lower rate for natural gas when used as  fuel.  As  already mentioned earlier in 
this chapter' the general  rule  is  that  natural  gas when  used  as a  fuel  ~ill' have to be 
taxed at the same rate as that applied to  LPG.  As  such, if a tax-preference should be 
given to this cleaner fuel  a derogation is  required.  The possibility of the addition of 
an  optional  reduced  rate  for  gases  used  as  a  public  transport  ftleJ  to  the  existing 
provisions  of  A~icle 8(3)  of Directive "92/81  will  be  considered  as  part.  of the 
Commission  t~eview of the  taxation  of energy  products  as  will  the  possibiiity  of a 
reduction in the rate of duty 'on natural gas when used as a fuel  in private vehicles. 
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Conclusions · 
5.~0 The Commission concludes that the derogations granted in  respect of the use of 
gases  be.  maintained  until  a  general  rule  is  introduced  as  part  of  the 
Commission•s proposals for the taxation of energy products or at the latest until 
31  ·December  1998.  The  Comai1ission  will  monitor  the  competitive  and 
environmental  aspects· of these  derogations  and  will  submit proposals  to  the . 
Council concerning theit- future by the end of 1998. 
Exemption for excise duty on waste oils or waste hydrocarbon eases which  are 
re-used as heatine fuel.  either directly after recovery.  or followine  a  recycline 
process in the case ~f  waste oils. 
5.1 i  A number of Member States have secured derogations allowing them to exempt from 
duty waste  oil  used  for heating whether subjected  to  a  pm:ification  process ·or not. 
Such use is taxable under Directive 92/81.  However, according to Article 6(b) of the 
Structures Directive (92/81/EEC), Member States need  not to treat.as production of 
mineral oils operations by which the user of a mineral oil  makes its re-use possible ih 
his own undertaking.  At present Alistria,_ Germany, Spain, Finland, France, Ireland, 
· Portugal and the United Kingdom apply  a duty exemption for waste oils used· either · 
directly after recovery or following a recycling process.  The reasoning behind these 
requests  was  a· desire  to  prevent  the  dumping  of used.  oils  into  landfill  sites  or 
waterways.  The quality  of heating  fuel  produced  from  these  waste  oils  by  simple 
heating  or  filtration  processes  is  generail,y,  poor  and  the  product· would  not. be 
competitive without some form of tax ad ,'aritage. 
The  requests  from  Germany,  Spain.  France,  Ireland,  the. United· Kingdom· and 
Portugill  were all  agreed  tacitly,  in  1994.  The  Austrian  and.  Finish  requests  were 
both  agreed  in  Council  Decision  95/585/EEC ·of  22  December  1995.  Decision 
95/585/EEC is limited until the end of 1996. 
5.12  The disposal of waste oil is  regulated by  Council Directive 75/439/EEC, Artjcle 3(1) 
of which  states  that  II ••• Member  Stares  shall rake  rhe  measures  necessary  ro  give 
priority to the processing of  waste oils by regeneration II.  The various derogations for 
waste oils used as  heating fuels  could  be  seen  as  being contrary to the thrust of that 
Directive as they encourage combustion rather than regeneration.  · 
z  ' 
5.13  The  individual  derogation  requests  were  not  detailed  and  did  not  specify,  which 
methods of recycling  were to  be  approved.  In. practice the  Member States  charge 
duty  on recycled  oil  that  is  used  as  a  motor fuel  and  only  apply  the  derogation to . 
waste oil that is  used as a heating fuel.  In  most cases, relief is only applied to simple 
recycling ·processes involving dewatering the oil  and  filtering out solid contaminants. 
At  present  methods  such  as  vacuum distillation  exist;  effectively  creating  new  oil  · 
which  could  be  used  as  a  relatively  dean  heating  or  motor  fuel  or  reused  as 
lubricating oil,  bu_t  in  practice only  non  dutiable  lubricants are likely  to  be  produced 
from this  process as  other uses  would  lead  to  taxation.  In  addition,  irrespective of 
environmental concerns, the advantages of regeneration in  terms of improved energy 
security and reduced use of fresh products should not be ignored. 23 
5.14 _The  consequences  of  this  duty  exeri'lption.  are· already  visible.·  Markets  and 
undertakings linked to.regenerati9n of u·sed  oils are declining because of diversion· of 
·the raw mate'rials essential to  their activities.  The regeneration  industry consists of 
some  one  hundred companies,  most  of which  are SME's.  Economic  constraints · 
make this activity barely profitable without public support. . For those Member States 
where data is  available  it  can be  inferred  that the application  of. the.  duty  exemption 
will probably phase out regeneration.  For instance,  in· Italy,  which  is  not applying 
the exemption,-regenei'ated oil amounts to  84.6% of oil collected, while only 13.3% 
is burned.  By contrast, inthe United Kingdom and Spain, the quantities regenerated 
are minor or negligible.  Similarly,  in  france (40.1%)  and  Germany(65.2%), the 
amount of oil burned has increased dramatically.  · 
5.15  Exempting  re-use  in  own  undertakings  recognises  the  fact  that  duty  is ·difficult to 
collect in  such situations.  This is  certainly not the case where used oil  is  subject to 
collection and  sale.  Indeed,  the waste oil  Dil"ective  requires operators collecting or 
burning used oil  to  be duly  registered,  with  a record  kept of their transactions.  It  is  -
argued that if combustion of used oil was- taxecL  such oil  might be discharged into the 
environment,  causing  substantial  pollution.  Deposit or discharge -of used  oil  into 
surface,  ground,. inland  sea water,  drainage  systems  and  soil  is  prohibited  by  the 
Directive ~d  any  person or undertaking found  to  be  involved  in  such action would  ·· 
face  leg~l proceedings.  ·  .  ·  · 
5.16  Waste  oil  recycled  in  the  most  technically  advanced  way  is  less'  environmentally 
harmful-and, in  addition, will  contdbute.to the  preservation of non  renewable fossil 
fuels..  The  Commission  Services  are  presentJy  examining  the  main  obstaCles 
hinderi!)g the development of regeneration as evidence already available suggests that 
factors  other than  fiscal  considerations  are  also  involved.  Nevertheless,  it is  cle·ar 
that derogations applied  in  a way where they are seen to  contradict the provisions of 
the waste oil Directive should be reconsidered. 
5.17  Germany and  Italy have a derogation allowing them to  exempt from taxation the. use 
·of waste  hyd~·ocarbon gases  as  fuel  (<;ouncil Decision· 92/510/EEC of 19  October 
..  1992).  In practice Germany  applies  a total  exemption while-Italy,  at  present,  does 
not  apply  the  derogation. .  Sweden  has  p1'ovision · fo.r  an  exemption  in  respect :of 
biologically  produced  methane and  other waste gases.  which  was  agreed  as  part of 
the Treaty of Accession ..  At present' no  ~istortion of the  functioning of the Internal 
Market, deriving from  the  applic~tion of these derogations  has  been  identified.  In 
addition, the use of wast~ gases for  heating purposes can be seen as  environmentally 
advantageous.  ·  · 
Conclusions· 
5.18  The  Commission ·concludes  that  the  existing  derogations  relating  to  duty 
reductions  oi:  exemptions  on  waste  oil  and  gases  should  be  limited  to  31 
December 1998 .. The Austrian and Fi1inish  derogations shouid be extended to 
the same  date~  The Swedish  derogation  allowing  them  to  exempt from  excise 
duty biologically produced methane and o'ther waste gases, -should be-limited to 
the same date: By 31  December 1998, the Commission will submit proposals to 
the Council suggesting which methods of recycling should qualify for exemption 
and, the derogations shall.then be amended accordingly. 24 
Reduction  in  the  rate  on  heavy  fuel  oil  with  a  lower  sulphur  content  to 
encouraee the use of more environmentally friendly fuel 
5.19  Council  decision  93/697/EEC  of  13  December  1993  allowed  Belgium ·and 
Luxembourg  "to  apply u (eduction in  rhe  rare of  dury  on heavy fuel oil ro  encourage 
the  use. of mi>re  environmenrally friendly fuels  provided  that such  an  incentive ·is 
specifically linked to  sulphur content and provided that rhe  weighted average of  duly 
charged on heavy fuel oil respects the  minimum  rare  l?{ duty  on heavj fuel oilS  as 
provided for in  Convnuniry law;  in no  case can the reduced rate fall below ECU 6,5 
per  tonne"  until  31  December  1994.  After  some  opposition  in  Council  this 
derogation was prolonged until 31  December 1996 by Council Decision 95/585/EEC 
· of 22  December.  From  both  an  energy  and  environmental  view  point  it  was 
important  that  the  derogation  should  only  apply  until  the  entry  into  force  of 
Community arrangements for taxation of low-sulphur heavy  fuel  oil and· competing 
products. 
5;20  The  first  Commission  report  on  excise  duty  rates  (COM(95)285  final  of  13 
September 1995) states that the specific requirement to  review the treatment of heavy 
fuel oil by reference to sulphur content should. be covered  in  the overall review of the 
treatment of heating  fuels,  following  a  c0nsultation  process.  This  process  is  now 
intended  to  culminate  in  the  Commission's _new  approach  to  taxation· of energy 
products. 
Conclusion 
5.21  Although,  the  Commission  has  not  yet  come  fm:wm·d  with  a  proposal  for  a 
Community  arrangement  for·  taxation·  of  low-sulphur  heavy  fuel. oil  and 
competing  products,  there  is  no  justification  for  extending  the  existing 
derogation applied to low sulphur heavy fuel oil by Luxembourg and Belgium in 
its present form.  All derogations given in this area to other Member States are 
limited in that they must respect the Common Community minimum rates.  The 
same provision should be ai1ade. in  a·espect of Luxembourg and Belgium as they 
have nmv had four years  to adapt to  the Internal  Market.  The Commission 
concludes  that the  derogation  should  be  extended  on the  condition. that the 
common  minimum . rates  are  respected  and  until  such·· tin)e · as  agreement  is 
·reached  on  a  common  Community  framework  for  the  taxation  of  energy 
products, including arrangements for taxation of low sulphur heavy fuel oil and 
competing products or· at the latest until 31  December 1998. · 
Reduction iri  the rate of duty on diesel fuel and heatine gas.oil to encouraee the 
use of more environmentally fr·iendly fuels  · 
5.22  Under Council Decision 92/510/EEC of 19 October 1992, Denmark and  Greece are 
allowed to  "apply a reduction  in  the  rare  c?f" dl{ry  on  diesel to  encourage the ·use  of 
more  environment  friendly  fuels  provided  rhar  such· incenrives  are  linked  to 
established- reclznical  characteristics  including  specific  graviry,  sulphur  content, 
distillation. point, cerime number a,nd index and provided rhar such rates at all times 
· respect the  nifnimum  rates  t?f dury  on  mineral oils  as  provided for in  Community 25  ' 
.  . 
law".  From information available to the Commis.sion  the  provision  is· not applied  in 
Greece.  In Denmark howev.er three classifications exist;  Norrnal Diesel, Lfght Diesel 
and  Ultra Light Diesel.  Normal diesel  is  taxed  at the highest rate.  Ultra light diesel 
is taxed as light diesel, except when  used 'in  local  passenger transport vehicles where 
the tax is reimbursed under  ~he relevantderogation. 
5. 23  In the Accession Treaty' Finland obtained a  derogation to apply  " reduced excise duty 
rates  on· diesel fuel and gas  oil".  The  rate  applied  h1ay  at no  time  be  below  the 
minimum rates laid down  in  CounCil  Directive 92/82/EEC.  Via the same  Accession 
Treaty,  Sweden  obtained a  derogation  allowing  it  to  apply  "reduced  tax ,rates for 
diesel and light heating oil in  accordance  wirh  e1ivironmenral  classijicarion.~ ".  It  is 
worth noting that none of these derogations are explicitly  limited  in  time.  ·For diesel 
and· heating  gas  oil,  Finland  applies  a normal  rate  and  a  lower  •iecological"  rate. 
Sweden operates three environmental.classifications on diesel, class 3 being the  most 
expensive (ECU 329 per 1000 litres) and class  1, the cheapest +I- ECU 50 below the 
rate applied to  class 3.  For heating gas oil Sweden only applies one rate; 
Conclusions 
5.24  The Commission  concludes  that the derogation  given  to  Greece  allowing  it to 
apply lower rates on  environmentally cleaner· diesel, -be  abolished since it is  not 
used.  The ide1itical  Danish derogation should be limited in  time, as should the  . 
Swedish and Finnish derogations concerning diesel  and light heating fuel.  The , 
Commission concludes that the derogations should be extended, on the condition 
that the common minimum r·ates are 1~espected, until 31  December 1998 or such 
earlier time as agreement is  rea<;hed  on  a  common CGmmunity framework for 
the taxation of energy products.  This will  include arrangements for· taxation of 
diesel and heating oil  according to  environmental classification  and competing · 
products.  · 
Taxation of gasoline acc.ordiitg to  environment~1l ch1ssification 
5.25  Environmental  factors  have  already  been  taken  into  account  within  the  ex1stmg 
mineral  oil  tax  framework.·  For example  there· is  different  treatment of leaded  and 
unleaded  petrol  where  there  is  an  ECU  50  per· I  000  litres  differential  between  the 
minimum rates for  these products.  Furthermore,  M.embe!' States  are  obliged,  under 
Article  4  of the  rates  Directive  (92/82/EEC),  to  apply  a  lower  rate  of duty  to 
unleaded  petrol  than  to  leaded  petrol.  At  the  time  the  Directive  was  adopted, 
Member States agreed  to  be  guided  by  the  objective  of niaintaining  a differential  in 
favour of unleaded  petrol of ECU  50  per 1000  litres,  though  this  differential  is  not 
'legally binding on  the  Memb~r States.  There are. also  parallel  measures  such  as  the 
requirernent  for  all  new  cars ·to  be·  fitted  with  catalytic  converters.  The  tax 
differential on leaded  and  unleaded  petrol  has-been  used  as  an  example of the  use  of 
fiscal  instruments in transport and environmental policy.  - . 26 
5.26  As  previously  mentioned,  Member  States  must  apply  a  tax  differential  between 
leaded  and  unleaded  petrot  As  a  result  of this  policy  and ·the  increasing  use  of 
catalyst equipped cars, all Member States have experienced a substantial reduction in 
the use of leaded petrol,.. and  a increased  use of unleaded·· grades:. Such developments 
have effects on revenue yield as well as the environment. 
- .  .  . 
5. 27  Recent experience within  Member States  has  indicated  that .  new  unleaded  gasoline 
·  products have been intrpduced into the market. Some Member States feef that the tax 
should reflect the quality  of the  pi·oduct,  whether. that be based  on the presence or_ 
absence of lead or on different environmental criteria  ..  "Lead Replacement Gasoline" 
and shnilar fuels  ai'e  examples of new products developed  for  use .in  older cars. not 
fitted with catalytic converters and which would normally use leaded petroL 
5.28  To :reflect  differing  environmental  categories  and  to. protect  their  revenues,  four 
Member  States  currently  have  the  ·power  to  apply  differential  rates  on  petrol. 
·council  Decision  96/273/EEC of 22  April  1996,. allows  Sweden  and  the  United 
Kingdom to  "apply  differential  rates  of rax  on  unlefided J}errol  to  reflect different 
environmental categories provided rhdt  such  rares  aT  all rimes  respect the  minimum 
rates of  duty on mineral oils· as provided for in'  Community  law".  Ireland has now 
been granted  a  similar  facility  under  Col!_ncil  Decision  96/418/EC  dated  27,  June 
1996.  Finland  in  its  Accession  treaty  was  allowed  to. "apply  reduced  excise  duty 
rates on reformulated unleaded  aJ!_d  leaded petrol".  Firlla!id  must also  respect the. 
minimum rates.  Furthermore, all  of them, are obliged, under Article 4 of the Rates 
Directive  (92/82(EEC),  to  apply  a  lower  rate of dutyto  unleaded  petrol  than  to 
leaded petrol.  All the derogatioi!S are Iin1ited  to 31  December 1996. 
5.29  Sweden  applies  two  rates  on  unleaded  petrol  according  to  its·  environmental 
classification.  The difference between the two classes is  ECU +  1-:-1  per  1000 litres 
· (ECU 456 compared to  ECU 462).  The  United Kingdom applies a reduced rate on 
95  octane  unleaded  petrol,  while higher  octane  unleaded  gasoline  including  Lead 
Replacement  Gasoline  is  liable  at  an  intermediate  rate  bet'\Veen  the  leaded  and 
unleaded. rates.  Finland applies a •10J:mal  rate and  an  "ecological" rate on both leaded 
and unleaded gasoline.  On leaded petrol thetax differential is  ECU 8 per 1000 litres 
(ECU 532 compared to  ECU 524)  and  on  unleaded  petrol  the  differe_ntial  is  also  8 
per 1000 litres (ECU 457 compared to  ECU 449). 
5.30  At a Community level no explicit definition of environmental categories has yet been 
agreed  although  the  Commission  has  recently  put forward  a  draft  Directive  laying 
down technical  specifications  oil  health  and  environmental  grounds  for  fuels  to  be 
used  in: petrol  and  diesel  vehicles.  These  coulsJ  be  used  by ·Member States  as  the 
.  basis for differential  leveis of taxation to  encourage, by  fiscal  means, the marketing 
of cleaner- fuels.  Until  these  are  implemented,  there  is.  a  risk  of distortion  of 
competition _and  fragmenta!ion  ~f  the  Internal Market. 
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Conclusions 
5.31  The Commission concludes that the .derogations  given  to  the  United  Kingdom· 
· Sweden · and  Ireland  concerning  diffet·entials  on  u-nleaded  petrol .  should  be 
extended.  The  Finnish  derogation  concerning  leaded  and  unleaded· petrol 
should  be  limited  in  time.  The  derogations  may  apply. until  such  time  3s 
agreement is  reached on a  common Community framework for the taxation of 
·energy products, including arrangements  f01.'  taxation  of gasoline according to 
.. :  its environmental-classification and competing products or ut the latest until 31 
December 1998. · · 
Other types of environmental taxes on fuel 
5.32  Under  Council  Decision  95/585/EEC of 22  December  1995,  Denmark  may  until 
31  December 1996;  "apply d(fjc-rential iares of excise dury  10 perrol distributed from 
petrol stations equipped wirlz  a rerum sysrem for perrol fumes and petrol distributed 
from other petrol srarions, provided rlwr such rares  ar  all rimes  respect rhe minimum 
rates of excise  dury  on ·mineral oils  as  provided .fbr  under  Community  law".  To 
tackle the same problem other Member States have used  other measures, such as  fur 
example, setting standards on station equipment instead of using a tax incentive.  The 
purpose behind  the  Danish  request  is  to  provide  an  incentive  for  owners of petrol 
stations to  install return systems for petrol fumes.  The initiative is  a part of a whole 
strategy·  to  limit  the.  exhaust· o·f  volatile  organic  cornpounds  . (VOCs)  to  the 
atmosphere. 
Conclusion 
5.33  The Commission  concludes  that the. de1:ogation  given  to  Denmark concerriing 
fuel  deli':ered  from  certain  filling  stations should  continue  until  such  time  as 
agreement is reached on a  common  Community frame'\'o'rk for  the taxation of 
energy products, including arrange'ments  for  taxation  of  gaso~ine according to 
·its environniental  classification  and  competing  products  or at the  latest. until 
. 31  December 1998. 28 
6.  REVIEW OF THE DEROGATIONS EXISTING IN TilE REGIONAU•OLICY SECTOR 
The existine situation 
6.1  Three· Member States have applied for and been granted regional derogations. 
6. 2  Coundl Decision 92/510/EEC allowed  France to  exempt mineral oils. CC1nsumed  on 
the  island  of· Corsica  from  excise  duty  until  31  December · 1994.  When  the 
derogation expired, the French administration put forward a  new request to prolong 
the derogation until 31  December 1996.  Since neither the Commission nor any other 
Member  State  requested  that  th·e  matter  be  discussed  at.  Council  level  within  the 
obligatory two  month  period, the  derogation was· prolonged  tacitly  until  the end of 
1996.  In practice France reimburses 6.63 FF./hl (Normal rate on unleaded petrol  = 
357,23 FF. /hi) when gasoline is  put to  consumption on the  island of Corsica or the 
gasoline i·s delivered on Corsica to private pleasure ~raft.. 
6.3  Council decision 92/510/EEC allows  Italy  to  exempt mineral  oils  consumed  in  the 
regions  of  Val  d' Aosta  and  Gorzia  from  excise  duty.  In  practice  the  Italian 
administration limits the exemption by  imposing an annual quota.  The same decision 
also  allowed ·Italy  to  exempt  mineral  oils  consumed  in  the  regions  of Udine  and 
Trieste from excise duty until  31  December 1994.  This is  also  limited by anannual 
quota.  When the  derogation  expired, the  Italian  administration  put  forward  a  new 
request  to  extend  the  derogation .  unti I  3 L.  December  1998.  Since  neither  the  -
Commission  nor any  other Member State  requested  that  the  matter be discussed  at 
Council  level  within  the  obligatory  two  moi1th  period  the  derogation  was  extended 
tacitly until the end of 1998. 
6.4  . Recently the Italian administration has identified a threat to their mineral oils revenue 
from the importation of low  taxed  fuel  from  Slovenia.  To  reduce the  problem the 
Italian  authorities  submitted  a  request  for  a  derogation  allowing  them  to  apply 
reductions  in  the rate of duty  on gasoline delivered  in  the  Region of Friuli-Venezia 
Giulia.  The derogation  was  granted  until  31  December  1996  in  Council  decision 
96/273/EEC of 22 April  1996. 
6.5  Council decision 95/585/EC allows  Portugal to  apply reductions  in  the rate of excise 
duty on fuel  oil consumed  in  the  autonomous region of Madeira  until  31  December 
1996.  This  reduction  may  not  be  greater  than  the  additional  costs  incurred  in 
transporting the fuel to that region. 29 
Competition aspects 
6.6  As  already  mentioned,  as  a  general  principle  an  exemption  from ·excise  quty  for 
certain undertakings, products or tl1e  production of certain· goods in  a Member State 
constitutes a state aid  within the meaning of Article 92(  1)  of the treaty, provided that · 
it  is  capable of ~istorting competition  and  affecting  trade  between Member States. 
· Article 92 stipulates that state .aid  is  incompatible- with the common market and  thus 
prohibited,  unless  it  may  be  approved  by  the  Commission  pursuant to  one· of the 
exemption clauses in  Article 92(2) or (3).  In  Article 92  one of the most important 
·exemption cl~uses is  regional aid. 
6. 7  The existing derogations do  not require that the Member States· involved respect the 
community  minimum  rates.  Although,  some  of the  regions  dealt  with. here  are 
eligible for receipt of support from  structural funds, there· seems to be little evidence· 
that the economy would suffer significantly if the regions in  question were allowed to 
apply reduced rates that respected t11e  Community minimum rates.  From an  Internal 
Market viewpoint and considering that t-he derogatior1s have existed .for some years, it 
seems reasonable that they should be  amended to  require Community minimum rates 
to. be observed.  · 
Conclusion 
6.8  The Commission concludes that these derogations should be extended or limited 
in  time to  31 _December  1998  provided they respect the Commui1ity  minimum· 
rates.  The Commission  will  then  review  the existing  regional  derogations and 
sub~it proposals to the·Council co~1cerning-thei1· future by 31  December 1998;  _-30 
7.  DEROGATIONS G-RANTED FOK <:>TIIEK  I'OLICY REASONS 
The existine situation 
.  . 
7.1  There ar~ a number of other  ,derogations involving a variety of policy reasons; many · 
of which' have social origins. 
.  . 
7.2 .  Greece and  the Netherlands have derogations allowing them. to eX:empt  from taXation-
the use of fuel in  re~p~ct of desalin-ation plants:  (Council Decision 92/510/EEC of 19 
October 1992).  In practice both Member States apply  total exemptions.  At present 
no distortion of the functioning of the Internal Market, dei:iving ·from the application· 
of these derogations has been identified.  . 
7.3  Greece has a derogation allowing them to  exempt fuel  used  in  vehicles belonging· to 
the  President,  the  National  Police  Force  and  the  Metropolitan  Bishop_ from  excise 
duty.  Within. certain  quantitative  restrictions  taxis  in  France  are  allowed  taX-free 
fuel.  Ambulances  in  Italy  only  have  to  pay  a  reduced .excise  duty  on  fuel.  The 
armed  forces  in  Greece,  Italy  and  the  Netherlands  are  exempt ·from  excise  duty. 
Lighthouses in Ireland and the United  King~om are exempt from tax on ·fuel.  Fuel in 
motor vehicles used by the disabled in Ireland is exempt (in  practice within an annual 
· quota).  Fuel  used  in  pumps  to  drain  flooded  land  in _Belgium,  Italy  and  the 
Netherlands is exempt. 
7.4  Council  decision 92/510/EEC,  allows  Frm:tce,  in  the  framework  of certain policies 
aimed at assisting areas suffering from  depopulation,  to  exempt mineral oil products 
from excise duty.  In  practice France reimburses the excise duty on motor fuels  used 
for commercial purposes by  companies registered  in  a commune with  less than 3000 
inhabitants and  where part of the  turnover  ~omes from  retail  business.  The annual 
consumption per enterprise mus.t  be within an annual ceiling of 1500 litres. 
7.5  It  seems  difficult io  justify  some- of these  derogations  on  pure  economic ground's. 
Most could  be more efficiently  replaced  by  other means of support which would be 
more transparent and  simpler to  administer.  Areas  such  as  Government vehicles, 
ambulances, ·national  forces  and  lighthouses  appear  to  fall  within  this  category.  It 
could, also, be argued that the principle should be that Governments are only entitled 
to  the  same  exemptions  as  other  sectots.  Moreover,· although  in  most areas  any 
budgetary  impact will  be  minimal,  as  the  Government  both  pays  and  receives  the 
revenue,  there  is,  nevertheless a  risk,  that derogations  lead  to  an  inefficient use of 
resources because they  send  the wrong price signals to those agencies· that consume 
the fuels. I 
I 
I 
·--. 
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Conclusions 
l 
· 7.6 ·  The.· Commission  concludes  that ·the  derogatiOii  allowing  Greece  and·  .t~e 
Netherlands  to  exeJ1lpt 'the  use  of  fuel  in  desalination- plants  from  taxation 
should be limited  until. 31. December  1998.  The Commission· will  inonitor the 
co_mpetitive aspects of the derogations and will  submit proposals to the Council 
concerning the future of these derogations by the end of 1998.  -
7.  7  Th~Commission  concludes that thereniaining derogations ii.t  this area sl~~uld be 
abolished.  · 32 
· 8.  REVIEW OF Tim FUNCTIONING OI~ TilE ARTICLE 8(4)  I'IWCEUUI~E 
/ 
The existine situation 
8.1  In  the  vast  majority  of. cases  the  Council  has  given  Its  explicit  decision  on  the 
·,requests· put  forward  by  various  Member  States.  However,  in  ac~ordance· with 
Article 8(4) of Directive 92/81/EEC the  Council  is  deemed  to  have authorised the, 
exemptions or reductions proposed· if within two  months of  .the other Member States 
.  being informed neither the Commission nor any Member State has requested that the 
matter be  considered  by the Council.  Since  no  Member ·state  nor the Commission 
requested  that  the  matter  be  raised ·-within  the  two  month  peri~d· the  following 
requests are considered to have been adopted fron1  the following dates:  · 
1.  For reductions in  or exemptions from  excise duty  for  waste  oils which are re-
used as fuel, eith'er directly after recovery  or following  a  recycling .process for 
waste oils, and ·where ~he re-use is  subject to duty: 
-in  Ireland frorn  16·November 1993; 
- ~  in the United Kingdom of Great Britain attd  Northern Ireland.  from 25 April 
1994; 
in  the.French·R~public from 8  June 1994; 
·in the Federal Republic of Gerrnany from 8 June 1994; · 
in the P011uguese Reptlblic from 8 June 1994; 
in the Kingdom of Spain from  15  August 1994. 
2.  For mineral  oils  consumed  in  the  regions  of Udine  a11d  Trieste  in  the  Italian 
Republic from 1 January  l995.for a period of4 years. 
3. .  For reductions  in  excise duty  rates on petrol consumed on the  island of  Corsica 
in the French Republic from 23  February  1995  Lfntil  31  December 1996. 
Concerns 
8.2  These tacit or implicit decisions  create  serious  legal problems.·  In  particular there 
may .be  a  lack  of disC:llSsion  and  justification  and·  it  is  impossible  to  publish  an 
unwritten act.  One way  of avoiding  this  would  be  to· require a  proper and  explicit 
decision of the Council on  a  prop_osal  of the  Commission before any  exemption or 
reduction of excise duties  is  graJ1ted.  Tl1is  would,  however,  mean that the Council 
would have to considera considerable m1mber  of individual  requests.  This leads to 
. consideration  of  how  the  decision  making  process  could  be  impr.oved  without· 
damaging the pr-inciple of transparency.  One possibility is  to  gran~ the Commission, 
assisted by the Member  States in the form of the Con1mittee established under Article 
. ·24 of Council  Directive  92/12/EEC,  (and -which  tak~s decisions  on. the  basis of 
· majority voting as  laid  down  in  Article  148(2) of'the Treaty), the power to approve 
requests for a strictly limited period.  ·  · 
'  ' ··' 
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. The Council_ could· then  be ·'ask~d! periodically· to· decide  whetl~er ·such  authori~ation 
should be abolished, modified or extended ·in  til:i1~ . 
.  8.3  To  aid  the  Con~mission  and  Men1ber  States  to  evaluate  derogations;  moreover, 
Member States should always· assess  as accurately as  possibie,  in  th_e  notification sent 
to the Commission, the expected  impact of the·measures they. intend to apply. 
Conclusions 
8.4  The Commission recognises the need for Membet· States to  continue .to have the 
· ability, for  very  specific policy  considerations,  to  obtai  it  derogations  from  the · 
gene~al excise. regime.  Such  derog~tions in ·the form of exemptioi1s or reductions 
in the rates of excise  duty should. only  be  considered, however;  when  Member 
States ·have  provided  the  Commission·  wit~1  sufficient  b~ckgrouncJ material 
including an evaluation .of the coi1sequeiices  of such exemptioi1s  or reductions. 
The Commission \viii then exaiuine the requests in  the light of the functioning of · 
. the Internal :Market, fair competition and_ envir~nmental pt·otection policies. 
8.5  Future  derogatio~1s should always  be  limited  iti  time  and  subject  to  regul~r 
review.  To ensui·e  that the system  can· opera'te  smoothly,  ili'dividual  re,quests 
received from Membei· States should be dealt ,\,ith~according·to the pro<;edure as 
.  outlin~d.in Article 24 _of Council DireCtive 92/12/EEC of,25 February 1992.  The 
Coundl should then review  every three years, all  derogations which  have been. 
granted  on .  the  basis  of a· report  by  the  Conu'tiission  a~1d shall  ~nanimously 
determine  on~ a. proposal · fi·om  the:  Cominission  after  consultation  of  the 
European Padiament, whether any or all of-tltein shall  be  abolished;  modified 
·or extended for a furthet' pet·io,(L  ·  ,  . 
8.6  . The Commission ·wm  luake proposals to amend f\rticle 8 of Directive 92/81JEEC . 
to enable this ne\v approach to operate.  The proposals will  be put forward as an . 
. integrated part of tlie new general approach to  the  tax~tio,n of energy products 
before the -end of 1996.  . 34 
ANNExA 
I  .,_ 
... 3s 
DECISION  ·  .. NO DECISION.·  DECISION 
REQUEST  PROPOSAL  TAKEN AT  . TAKEN AT 
COUNCIL ...  COUNCIL 
~. exemption  from  excise  duty· for'  LPG 
·'- ACT OF 
used  .as  motor.  fuel· in  local  public  ,•  '  ~ACCESSION 
:transport vehicles  ·.  JO C 241  du 
'•,  29/8/94 
¢  exemption from  e~cise duty on waste oils  A.rticle L4 of 
which are re-used as  fuel,  either directly  Council Deeision 
after  recovery,  or following  a  recyCling  95/585/EC of 22 
process, 'and  the  re-use -of  which  is . 
December 1995 
subject to dut)', until 31/12/96; 
~  ., 
¢  . exemption. from  excise  duty· for  natural  '  Article 1.2 of  '  - gas and methane, until 31/12/96  Council Decision 
96/273/EC of 22  -
April 1996 
':  .---. . I 
REQUEST 
¢For  local  public  passenger  . transport 
vehicles, 
-q for LPG, -natural gas and methane, 
¢  in respect ,of 'motors used  for the drainage 
of flooded land, 
¢  in respect of air navigation other than  that 
covered  by  Article  8(1)  of  Directive 
'92/81/EEC,  , 
¢for navigation in-private pleasure craft 
¢  until  31  December 1994  reduction  in  the 
rate . of  duty  on  heavy  fuel  oi!  'to 
encourage  the  use  of  more 
environmentally  friendly  fuels  provided 
that- such  an  incentive  1s  specitically 
linked  to  sulphur  content  and  provided 
that  the  weighted  average  rate  of  tltity 
charged  on  heavy ·  tl•el  oil  respects  tl1e 
minimum rate of duty on  heavy  fuel  oils 
as provided for in Community law:  in  ho 
case can the reduced rate fall  below ECU 
6,5 per tonne. 
¢  Extension ·  of  the  above-mentioned 
Decision  until  entry  into  force  of  the 
Community arrahgerrients for,low-sulphur 
heavy. fuel  oil and colnpeting products (at 
the latest 31.12.  96)  , 
·' 
DECISION 
PROPOSAL 
NO DECISION 
TAKEN AT 
COUNCIL 
36 
.DECISION 
TAKEN AT 
COUNCiL 
Council Decision 
of 19/10/1992 
(92/51  0/EEC) 
Cou~;~cil Decision 
of-13/12/1993 
(93/6.97/EEC) 
Council Decision 
of22/12/95 
(95/585/EC) 
.. 'r 
REQUEST 
c:>  for  partial  reinihursement  to  the 
commercial  sector,  provided  that  such 
_taxes. are in  conformity with  Conupunity 
provisions and provided  that  the  amount 
of the tax  paid and· not reimbursed  ~t all 
·.  tim~s ~esP~.ts_  ~_hy  I~nin1un1  ·ratcS·.of dutY-
. or _monitoring  charge  on  mineral  oil.s  as  -. 
provided for in Community law, 
c:>  for  local  pubiic  passenger  transport 
vehicles, :  '  -
'c:>  for  a  reduction  in  th_e  rate  of duty  on 
,  diesel  ·to  encou-rage  the  use  ot"  n1ore 
environment  friendly  fuels  provided ·that 
.such  incentives  are  linked  to. 'established 
technical characteristics incfuding specitic 
gravity, ,  sulphur  content,  distillation 
point,  cetane  ni.pnber · and.  index.  and 
. provided  that  such  rates  at  all  times 
'respect.  the  ·minimum  rates  of  duty , on 
mineral  oiJs  as_  provided  ..  for  Ill 
Conununity law, 
c:::>  In respect~f  air navigation othei· than  that 
covered  by  Article  8(l)(b)  of Directjve 
92/.81/EEC 
c:::>  Applica-tion  of differential rates of excise 
duty  .between  petrol  distributed  ·from 
·petrol  stations  eL]Uipped  with  a  return 
system  for  petrol  ·fumes  and  petrol-
distributed  from  other  petrol  st~tions,. 
· provided  that'  such  rate~  at  all  times 
resp~t the icihimum rates  of excise duty 
on  mineral  oils  as  provided  for  under. 
Conunun:ity law,  ~mtil 31112/96. 
DECISION 
PROPOSAL 
· NODECISION 
TAhcN AT 
COUNCIL'' 
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.DECISiON 
TAKEN AT 
COUNCIL 
Council Deeision 
·of 19/10/92 
(92/51 0/EEC) 
Article 1.2 of 
Council Decision · 
95/585/EC of 22 
December 1995 REQUEST 
c::>  for the use of waste hydrocarbon gases as 
heating fuel,  - , 
c::>  on  samples :of mineral . oils  intended  tor 
· analysis, tests on  production or for  othdr 
scieiltific_pu!]!_oses,  ·~  · 
c::>  An exemption from excise duty for wast,t! 
·  oils  which  are  re-used  as  fuel,  either 
~irectly  after  recovery ·or  following  fl 
recycling  proces,s  for  waste oils,  and  the 
re-use of  which is subject to duty. 
DECISION 
PROPOSAL 
COM  (94) 493 of 
17/11/94 
NO DECISION 
TAKEN AT 
COUNCIL 
"Tacit 
Agreen1ent" 
(08/06/1994) 
38 
DECISION 
TAKEN AT 
COUNCIL 
Council Deeision 
of 19110/1992 
(92/51 0/EEC) ./ 
REQUEST 
DECISION· 
PROPOSAL 
NO DECISION . 
TAI\.'EN AT 
COUNCIL 
39 
DECISION 
TAKEN AT 
COUNCIL. 
·c:::>  for  LPG,  used  as.  motor  fuel  'iri  local I  II  I  CounCil Decision 
IF~p=u=b=li=c=tr=an=s=p=o=rt=v=e=h=ic=le=s=,==========~~·==========~·~·~==========~:=·  =~=:=;=~=~=~o= 1~=l~=~=~~ 
c:::>  An exemption from excise duty  for ·waste 
-oils  which  are  ·r~-used  a~  fuel,  either 
directly  after  recovery  or  following  a 
recycling process· for  waste oils,  and  tht:£ 
re-use of which is subject to duty. 
COM (94) 493 of· 
.17/11194. 
I·. 
. "Tacit. 
Agreement" 
(15/08/ 1994) -REQUEST 
'. 
¢  for use by the armed forces of the State,  ' · 
¢  for local public transport vehicles, 
'  ¢  in respect of  desalination plants;  I 
¢  for  a  reduction  in  the  rate  of duty  oil· 
diesel  to  encourage  the  use  of.  morb 
environmentally  friendly  fuels  provide~ 
that  such  incentives  are  linkell  19 
established  technical  characteristics 
including  specific  gravity,  sulphu~ 
content, distillation point,  certairi  numbe.r· 
and index and provided  that  such  rates at 
all ' times  respect  the  minimum  rates  of 
duty  on  mineral  oils  as  provided  for  iit 
Community law,  '  ·· 
¢  for navigation'ln private pkasure craft no,t 
registered in Greece,  : 
¢  for  LPG  and  methane  used  for  industrial 
I 
purposes,  ' 
. ¢  Exemption  from  the  exc1se  duty  oit· 
mineral oils for fuels  intended  to  be  useu 
.to  power  the  ofticial  vehicles  of  th~ 
¥inistry of the  Presidency,  the  nation~! 
police fcirce and the metropolitan bishops. 
DECISION 
PROPOSAL 
. NO DECISION 
~AKEN  AT 
COUNCIL 
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DECISION 
TAKEN AT 
COUNCIL 
Council Decision 
of 19/10/1992 
(92/51 0/EEC) 
Council Decision 
of 13/12/93· 
(93/697/EEC) . 
'·  . .  _  __.-; 
/  . REQUEST· .. 
I 
q  for  fuel  used in  ta.~is within the  liJ~ts of 
an iumual quota, 
¢  .in respect of air ~avigation  .other than that 
· cov:ered  by  Article  8(-1)(b)  of Dlreciive 
92/81/EEC, 
.¢ for consumption on  the  i_sland  of Corsica 
until 31  DecembeC1994,  ... · ·  . 
¢  in the framewo~k of certain policie's aimed 
at  ·.assisting  regions  suffering  from 
depopulation 
¢An exemption froni excise duty for waste· 
oils" which  are  re-used ·as  fuel,  either 
directly  after  r~covery  or  following  a 
recycling  process  for  waste  oils,  and  the 
re-use of which is subject to duty.· 
¢Extension  of Decision  92/51 0/EEC ' for 
Corsica, until 31/12/96 
.¢ Request  for  an  ex~mption  for  s;ertain 
~- bi.ofuels produced  fron1  a li1nitcd  ran_g~ of 
raw  materials . grown  oi11y  on  set  aside 
Iandi dated 23.03.95. 
¢  Request .for  an  exemption  on  LPG  and 
\. 
natural  gas  when  used· as  fud  in  public 
transport:  The exemption  will  be  g1ven 
within the liniits of an  annual  quota.  The 
measure is part of a programnie to ·redtiCe 
pollution; limited to  31  December.1998.2 
DECISION 
·PROPOSAL 
COM  (94) 493 of 
17Ii1/94 
- -
COM  (95) 46 of 
27/02/95' 
COM  (95) 248 of 
9/06/95 
COM  (96) 
/ 
1  Commission  C01iununic:ition  to  the ·Council.  The  request 
·Commission  rcqtiests  the  matter  be  brought  before  Cou.ncil. 
Directive 92/81/EEC:  ·  ·  ·  · 
NO DECISION 
TAKEN AT 
COUNCIL 
"Tacit 
Agreement"' 
(08/06/1994)' 
·."Tacit/ 
Agreement" 
'(23/02/1995) 
" 
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DECISION 
TAKEN AT· 
COuNCiL 
Cpuncil Decision . 
of 19/10/1992 
(92/51 0/EEC) 
'' 
'  ' 
,., 
'.  -
causes  substantial. problems. .  The 
in  accordance. with  ArtiCle  8(  4)  of 
2- FR:  The request was .registered in the Secrcfariat Ge-neral  on  1/0-1/%  .. 
,-42 
DECISION  NO-DECISION  DECISION 
REQUEST  PROPOSAL  TAKEN AT  TAKEN AT 
'  ..  :  COUNCIL  CO  UN  CD.. 
~Exemption from excise ·duty on waste oils 
which are re-used  as  fuel,  either directly  '  Article 1.6 of 
after  recovery,  or following  a  recycling  .Council Decision 
process  for  waste  oils  and  the  re-use · of  95/585/EC of 
which is subject to duty, until Jl/12/96'  - 22/12/95 
~ reduced  rates  for  diesel  and  low 
sulphur gasoil. 
~ reduced  rates  on  refom1ll !a"ted  un- ACT OF 
leaded and leaded petrol.  -1  .  ACCESSION 
~  . exemption from excise duty  for  methane  (JO C 241 of 
and LPG for all purposes;  29.8.94) 
~ exemption  from  excise  duty  for  mineral 
oils used for private pleasure craft.  I 
•. 
' 
I REQUEST 
iocal  public  passenger  transport 
vehicles, 
Qin respect of air navigation other than  that 
covered  by  Article  8(1)(b)  of Directive 
92/81/EEC,  .  . 
Qin respect of motors used  for the'  drainag~ 
of flooded land,  . · 
Q  the  use_. of waste  hydrocarbon  gases  as 
fuel·, 
Q  in respect of arnbulances, 
Q _for, consumption . in  the  regions  of  Val 
d'  Aosta and Gorizia, 
Qfor consumption  in  the  regions. of Udine 
and Trieste until 31  December 1994, 
c>  for  methane  used  as'  fuel  m  motor 
· ·vehicles, 
Q  in respezt of the national armed forces 
Q  Until 31  December 1994, exemption from 
excise duty on mineral oils used· as fuel  in 
the production of alumina in Sardinia 
"  ,  I  '~  • -' 
DECISION. 
'PROPOSAL·. 
-·.  ~  ' 
'NO DECISION' 
'~TAKEN  AT 
·COUNciL· 
.  . '  "  . 
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. DECISION, 
TAKEN AT 
··coUNCIL 
,, 
Council Decision 
·of  19/10/1992 
(92/51 0/EEC) 
Coun'cil Decision 
of 13/12/1993 
(93/697  /EEC) 44 
ITALY (cont'd) 
REQUEST 
DECISION 
PROPOSAL 
NO DECISION  II  DE.C!S~ON 
TAKEN AT  II  T_A_KEN AT 
~====================~~~========~~==r::.O:UN==C=a==~~UNCa 
Q  Extension on reduction or exemption; from  I 
excise duty for  mineral oils consum,ed  in  COM (94) 493 of 1 Tacit ext~nsion 
. the regions of Udine and Trieste  17/11/94  until 31/12/98 
Q  Exemption in the excise duty on fuel  oil, 
for the production of steam,  and  for  ga~ 
oil,  . used  in  ovens  for  drying·  and 
'activating'  molecular  sieves  m  Reggio 
Calabria, until 31  December 1996. 
Q  Reductien of excise duty rates  for  petrol 
consumed  on  the  territory  of  Friuli-
Venezia Giulia, until 31  December 1996 
Article 1. 3 of 
Council Decision 
95/585/EC of  - - 22112/95 
Article 1. ! of 
Council Decision 
96/273/EC of 
,_  22/04/96 
~====================~~========~~========~-~======~! 
·¢Extension on  the  exemption  from  excise  Article 1.1 of 
duty on mineral  oils  used  as  fuel  (n  .the  Council Decision 
production of alumina  m  Sardinia,. until  961273/EC of 
31 December 1996.  '  22/04/96 REQUEST 
¢  in local public transport vehicles 
¢  in motor'vehicles used by the disabled, 
¢  in the operation of lighthouses 
¢  the production of alumina  i~ the  Shannon 
region, 
¢  for LPG, natural gas and mt:thane used as 
motor fuel 
¢  in respect of air navigation other than that 
covered  by  Article  8(l)(b)  of Directive 
92/81/EEC 
¢  for navigation in private pleasure craft: 
¢  Exemption .from excise d_uty  on waste oils 
·  which are re-used  as  fuel,  t:ither  directly 
after  recovery,  or following  a  recycling 
process for  waste oils,  and  the  re-use of 
which is subject to duty. 
¢  Differential  rates  of  tax  on'  unleaded 
petrol  to  reflect  different  ~nvironmental 
categori~s provided  that  such  rates  at  all 
times  respect  the  nlinimum·.rat~s .of duty 
on  mineral  oils  as  provided  for  m 
Com.."llunity  law, until 31  Decemher 1996. 
DECISION 
PROPOSAL 
COM  (94) 493 of 
17/il/94 
COM  (96)  156 of 
15  April  1996 
NO DECISION 
TAKEN AT 
COUNCIL· 
"Tacit 
Agn~en1ent" 
(16/ll/1993) 
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DECISION 
TAKEN AT 
COUNCIL· 
Council Decision 
of 19/10/1992 
(92/51 0/EEC) 
Council decision 
of 27.6.1996 
(96/418/Et) '  ..  . -
REQUEST  '  : 
Q  i!ll~l public transport_vehicles 
I 
Q  ·for LPG, natural gas and methane  - i 
~  Until 31  December 1994,. redlictiQn  in  tije 
rate  o(  duty  on  heavy  fuel  o~l  to 
- ericourage  the  use  of  &note 
environmentally  friendly  fuels  providtrd 
that  such  ·an  incentive  IS  specitical!Y 
linked  to  sulphur  conten~ and  provided 
that  the  weighted  average  rate  of duty 
charged  on  heavy  fuel  oil  respects  the 
minimum rate of duty on heavy  fuel  o~ls 
as provided for in Community Jaw;  in  I}O 
case can  the reduced rate fall  below Ec:u 
6,5 per tonne 
Q  Extension  of  the  above-mentioned 
decision  until  entry  into  force  of  the 
· Community arrangements for low-sulphur 
heavy fuel  oil and competing products (at 
the latest 31.12.  96) .  · 
I 
DECISION  NO DECISION 
PROPOSAL  TAKEN AT 
COUNCIL 
II  I 
46 
·DECISION 
TAKEN AT 
COUNCn. 
Council Decision 
of 19/10/92 · 
(92/510/EEC) 
Council Decision 
of 13/12/93 
(9~/697  /EEC) 
Article 1.1 of 
Council Decision 
of 22/12/95 
(95/585/EC) 47 
;.;:::  . 
1''.' 
,,  DECISION  NO DECISION  ·DECISION 
REQUEST  PRO.POSAL  TAKEN AT  --TAKEN AT 
COUNCIL  -COuNCIL-
_,' 
¢  in respect of desalination plants, 
9  for LPG, natural gas and· methane,  _ 
¢  in respect of the n;ltional armed forces,  Council Decision 
¢  on samples  of mineral.  oils  intended  for  ..  of 19/10/92 
analysis,  tests on production or for  other  · (92/51 0/EEC) 
' scientific purposes, 
1· 
¢  in respect of motors used  for the drainage  " 
- .. 
of flooded land.  .. 
, 
:j_ 48 
·--=- DECISION  NO DECISION  DECISION 
REQUEST  PROPOSAL  TAKEN AT  TAKEN AT 
COUNCIL'  .COUNCll.. 
t:::>  in respect of air navigation other than that 
I  II  I 
Council Decision 
covered  by  Article  S(l)(b)  of Directive  of 19/10/92 
92/81/EEC  (92/51 0/EEC_l 
Q  exemption  from  excise  duty  on  LPG, 
I  II  I 
Council Decision 
natural gas and methane when used as  fu~l  of 13/12/93· 
for local public transport  (93/697/EC) 
t:::>  An exemption from excise duty  for waste 
oils  which  are  re-used  as  fuel,  either 
directly  after·  recovery  or  following  'a  COM (N) 493 of  "Tacit 
.  recycling  process  for waste oils,  and  th,e  I 7/ I 1/94  Agrc::c::ment ". 
re-use·ofwhich is subject to duty.  ,. 
t:::>  Reduction  1D  excise  duty  on  fuel  oil  Article 1.5 of 
consumed  in  the  autonomous  region  df  Council Decision 
Madeira.3•  95/585/EC of 
22/12/95 
'  -
3  PT:  This reduction may not be greater than the additional costs incurred in transporting the fuel oil 
to that region. REQUEST 
Q for local public passenger transport vehicles, 
Q  for navigation in private pleasure craft,  · 
Q  for LPG,  natural.gas and methane used as  n1otor 
fuel, 
Q  in  respect  of air  navigation  other  than  that 
covered  by  Article  8(l)(b)  ?f  Directive 
92/81/EEC, 
· Q  in the operation of li1!hthouses. 
Q  An .exemption  froni  excis~ duty  for  waste  oils 
which  are  re-used  as  fuel,  either  directly  atier 
recovery  or  following  a  recycling  process  for 
waste oils, and the re-use of which is  su~ject·to 
duty.  . 
Q  Differential  ra.tes  of tliX  on  unleaued  petrol  to 
reflect  different  environmental  C<itcgories 
provid'ed  that  s~ch rates  aJ  all  times·  respe~:t the 
mmunum  rates  of duty  on . mineral . oils  as 
provided for in Community Jaw .. 
DECISION 
·PROPOSAL 
COM (94) 493 uu 
17/l 1/94 
NO DECiSION 
TAKEN AT 
COUNCIL 
"Tacit 
Agreement" 
(25/04/1994) . 
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DECISION 
TAKEN AT 
COUNCIL 
Council Decision 
of 19/10/92 
(92/51 0/EEC) 
Council Decision 
of22/04/96 
(96/273/EC) REQUEST.· 
~  reduced excise duty  rate  for  1ninerai  oils 
used for industrial purposes,  1 
~  exemption  from  excise  duty 
1  for 
biologically produced  methane and  bther 
-- .  I 
waste gases.  , 
~  reduced  -taX  rates  for  diesel  and.; light 
beating  oil  m  accordance  , with 
environmental classifications~ 
~Exemption from  excise  duty  on  aviation 
_gasoline  used  for private pleasure  tlying, 
until 31  December 1996 
~Differential rates of tax on unleaded petrol 
to  reflect  different  environinental 
categories provided  that  such  rates  ,at  all 
times  respect  the  minimum  rates  of:'duty 
on.  mineral·  oils  as ·  .. provided .. tor  in 
Community law, until 31  December 1996. 
~Request  to apply a reduced excise duty rate 
for  mineral  oils  used  for  in<h)strial 
purposes,  beyond  what  has  already; been 
authorised  in  the  Treaty  of Accession.4 
The  e~emption should  be  formulat~d so· 
that Sweden can apply  the reduced  ~xcise 
duty  on  lnirieral  oils  used  fpr  ind~strial 
purposes both by using a  'Jo\l(er rate than 
the general level  and  by using a  retJuc~d 
rate  for  enterprises  with  . very'  i  high 
consumption  of  energy.  The : rates 
charged will not be less than the minimum 
rates  set  m  Directive  92/82~EEC. 
Limited until 31  December 1996. 
-DECISION 
PROPOSAL 
COM (96) 
4  SE:  Request registered in 'the Sesretariat General on 2X/OJ/96 
•  I 
NO DECISION 
TAKEN AT 
COUNCIL 
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DECISION 
TAKEN AT 
COUNCIL 
.  ACTOF 
ACCESSION· 
(JO C 241 du 
29.8.94) 
Council Deeision 
of22/04/96 
(96/273/EC) '· 
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v.  Other Policies  61 I - CATEGORY: TRANSPORT 
Exemption limited to jet fuel  (Kerosene) 
Exemption in  respect of air navigation other 
than  that  covered  by  Article  8. L b)  (Article 
1.1  of Council  Decision  95/510/EEC ·of  19 
. October 1 
53 
Exemption for navigation on the River 
Danube and on Lake Constance 
a)  Exemption limited to gas oil and kerosene 
b)  Exemption for navigation in private pleasure 
craft  (Article  1.1. - of  Council  Decision 
92/51 0/EEC of 19 October 1992) 
Exemption for  code CN  2710  0031  and  for  a)  Exempt. 
kerosene falling within codes CN  27 !0 0037 
and 2710 0051 
Exemptioil limited. to jet fuel (Kerosene)  u)  Recovery of excise duty 
Exemption in  respect of air navigation other 
than  that  covered  by  Article  8.1. b)  (Article 
1. 3 of Council  Decision  92/51 0/EEC of 19 
respect  of air navig;ttion .other 
coverrd ·  by  Articl0  8.l.h) 
Act. 
a)  No exemptions 
b)  ExemptiO!l  for navigation in private pleasure 
cratis not registered in Greece (Article 1.4 of 
Council Decision 92/510/EEC of 19 October 
1992) 
a)  Exemption 
b)  Reduction for private pleasure craft 
·(Accession Act) I  -CATEGORY: TRANSPORT (cont'd) 
.bXtemJptlcm ij_!llited to jet fuel  (Kerosene) 
Exemption in  respect of  a~r navigation other 
•han  that covered  by  ArtiCle  8.l.b) (Article· 
1.3 of Council  Decision $2/510/EEC of 19 
October 
54 
Exempt  - •  a)  Exempt 
Exemption  in_  respect of air navigation  other 
than  that  covered  by  Arti~le 8.l.b) (Article 
1.8 of Council  Decision  92/510/EEC of 19 
October 
Exemption limited to jet ti.lel (Kerosene) 
Exemption in  respect of air navigation other 
. than  that  covered  by  Artible  8.l.b) (Article 
I 
1.6 of Council  Decision  ~2/51  0/EEC of 19 
October 1992 
Exemption limited to jet f~el (Kerosene) 
Exempt 
a)  Exempt 
b)  Reduction  tor navigation in  private pleasure 
craft  (Article  1. 7  of  Council  Decision 
92/510/EEC of 19 October 1992) 
a)  Exemption limited to gas oil and kerosene 
r  light  oils,  where  a 
marker has not been added 
Exempt (codes NC 27100026 and 271 0005)  a)  No exemption 
Exemption in  respect of air navigation other 
than  that  covered  by  Article 8.l.b) (Article 
1.11  of Council Decision 92/51 0/EEC of 19 
October 1 
/ I., CATEGORY: T~ANSPORT (cont'd) 
.  .  :'  ..  ·· 
nxemon.ollon,··-u.,,  rnera,·  ·qu~ sup/JliM <  . 
UI<:L  .  .>·" IIIU.  th¢ putp~se of  a{i  na . .  .  .  . 
piivate ple(lsui"¢ flying ... ' ArtiCle 
Exemption  limited  to  jet· fuel  (Kerosene) 
"A  VGAS~  charged at half rate 
Exemption in  respect of air na:vigatioi}  other 
than  that  covered  by 'Article 8.l.b) (Article 
1.12 of Council Decision 92/510/EEC of 19 
55 
a)  Nq exemption 
b) ..  For  navigation  in  priv~te  pleasure  craft 
(Article.  1.12.  ·o_r  Council  Decision 
92/510/EEC of 19 October 1992.). 
Exempt  a)  Exempt 
Excise exemption  for petrol  used  in  private 
pleasure.  tlying · (Article  1.3  of  Council 
Decision 96/273/EC of  22.4. l 
I 
-/ 56 
ll-CATEGORY: INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL SECTOK 
Partial reim~ursement to the commercial  s~tor, provided that  ~:uch taxes are in conformi.ty with 
Community provisions and provided that the amount of the tax· paid and  not reimbursed at all 
times respects the m.ininnith rates of duty or monitoring charge on  rtlineral oils a8  provided for 
in Community law 
1.3 of Council Deeision 92/510/EEC of 19 October 1 
Exemption on mineral oils :used as fuel in the production of alumina in Sardinia 
.(Article 1.3 of Council Decision 93/697/EEC of 13 December 1993) 
(Extended until 31.12.  96 by Article l.l of Council Decision 96/273/EC of 22.4.1996). 
Reduction on fuel oil, tor the production of steam, and for gas oil, used in ovens for drying and 
'activating' molecular sievces in Reggio Calabria, until 31  December 1996 
1.3 of Council, D~ision 95/585/EC of 22 December I 
Exemption for the prouuctipn of alumina in the Shannon region 
1. 7 of Council Deeision 92/510/EEC of 19  October 1 
Exemption on samples of mineral oils intended tor analysis 
1.10 of Council Decision 92/51 0/EEC of 19 October 1 
Reduction for mineral oils ,used  tor industrial purposes 
(Accession Act). 
Request to apply a reduced
1 excise duty rate tor ,nineral oils used tor industrial purposes, beyond 
that already authorised in the Treaty of Accession.  The exemption should be formulated so that 
Sweden can apply the  red~ced excise duty on mineral oils used  tor industrial purposes both by 
using a lower rate than the: general level and  by  using a reduced rare for enterprises with a very 
high consumption of energy, until  31  December 1996.  The rates charged will not be less than 
the minimum rates set out in  Directive 92/82/EEC. 
'  . 57 
Ill- CATEGORY: ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES 
Exemption for LPG used as motor fuel  in local public passenger transport vehicles  -
(Accession Act).  · 
· Exemption on waste oils which are re-used as fuel, either directly after recovery, or following a 
recycling process, and the re-use of which is subject to duty, until 31 December 1996 
(Article 1.4 of Council Decision 95/585/EC of  22 December 1995).- ·  · 
Exemption from excise duty for natural gas and methane until 31/12/96 
L2 of Council Decision 96/273/EC.of 22.4.1 
Partial exemption for gas oil used in local public passenger transport vehicles 
(Article 1.1 of Council Decision 92/510/EEC of 19 October 1992) . 
. For LPG, natural gas and methane 
(Article 1.1 of Council Decision 92/510/EEC of I 9 October 1992). 
Reduction for low-sulphur heavy fuel  ( < =I %S) 
(Article 1.1  of Council Decision 93/697  /EEC and Article  L I  of Council Decision 95/S85/EC 
of 22 December I 
· Exemption on waste oils which are re-used as fuel, either directly after recovery, or foiJowing a 
recycling process, and the re-use of which is subject to duty  · 
(COM (94) 493 tinal of 17.11.1994- Taf:ir Agreemelll of  8.6.94) 
For the use of waste hydrocarbon gases as heating fuel 
icle 1.2 of Council Decision 92/510/EEC of 19 October 
Exemption  for  LPG,  gas  and  ultra-light ·gas  oil  used  for  local  public  passenger  transport 
·vehicles 
(Article I.  3 of Council Decision 92/510/EEC of 19  October 1992). 
Reduction in  the rate of duty on diesel  to encourage the use o(more environmentally-friendly 
fuels provided  that such  incentives are linked  to  established  technical characteristics including 
specific gravity, sulphur content, distillation point, certain  nun~ber and index and provided that 
such -·rates  at  all  times  respect  the .minimum rates of duty on  mineral  oils as provided for  in 
Community ·law  · 
(Article 1.3 of Council Decision 92/510/EEC of 19 October 1992).  \ 
Application of differential  rates  of excise duty  between  petrol  distributed from petrol stations 
equipped with a return system for petrol fumes and petrol distributed from other petrol stations, 
provided that such rates at all  times respec:;t  the minimum rates of excise duty on mineral oils as 
proyided for under C01pmunity law,  until 31  December 1996  -
le  1.2 of Council Decision 95/585/EC of 22 December 1995 . 
For local public p;t_ssenger transport vehicles 
(Article 1.4 of Council Decision 92/51 0/EEC of 19 October I 992). 
Exemption for LPG and methane used for industrial purposes 
(Article 1.4 of Council Decision 92/510/EEC of 19  October 1992). 
Reduction in  the rate of duty on  diesel  to enc'ai.mtge  the  use of niore environmentally friendly 
fuels  provided that such  incentives are linked  to  established  technical characteristics including 
specific gravity, sulphur content, distillation point, certain number and index and provided that 
such  rates  at  all  times  respect  the minimum rates  of duty  on  mineral  oils as  provide;d  for  in 
Conununity law 
·  cle 1.4 of Council Decision· 92/51 0/EEC of 19  October  1' 58 
III- CATEGORY: ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES (cont'd) 
E;xerrlpt1ioo on waste oils which are re-used as fuel, either directly after recovery, or following a 
rdcycling process, and the re-use of which is subject to duty, until 31  December 1996 
(Article 1.6 of Council Decision 95/585/EC of 22 December 1995). 
For methane and LPG used for all purpo~ 
(Accession Act). 
Reduced rates for diesel and low sulphur gasoil 
!{Accession Act). 
:'Reduced rates on reformulated unleaded and leaded petrol 
f 
Exemption on waste oils which are re-used as fuel,  either directly after rec_overy, or following a 
recycling process, and the re-use of ·.vhich is subject to duty 
(COM (94) 493 tina! of 17.11.1994 - Tacit Agreement of  8. 6. 94). 
Exemption for fuels used by taxis within the limits of an annual quota 
(Article 1.6. of Council Decision 92/510/EEC of 19 October 1992). 
Request for exemption for LPG  and natural gas within the limits of an  annual quota when these 
are used as fuels for  lie  in the framework of rPrll""'"" 
Reduction for vehicles used as local public passenger transport vehicles 
(Article 1. 8 of Counci1 Decision 92/51 0/EEC of 19  October 1992). 
For methane used as fuel  in  motor vehicles 
(Article 1-.:8 of Council o'ecision 92/51 0/EEC of 19  October 1992). 
For use of  waste liydrocarhon gases as fuel 
1. 8 of Council Decision 92/51 0/EEC of 19  October 
Reduction  vehicles  as local public passenger transport vehicles 
(Article 1. 7 of Council Decision 92i51 0/EEC of 19  October 1992). 
LPG, natural gas and methane used a.s  inotor fuel  . 
(Article 1.7 of Council Decision 92/510/EEC of 19  October 1992). 
Exemption on-waste oils which are re-used as  fiLe!,  either directly after recovery, or following a 
recycling process, and the  re~use of which is subject to duty 
(COM {94) 49~ final of r7. II. 1994 - Tacil Agree111e11t of  16.11. 93  ). 
Application  of <lifterential  1'ates  on  unle:1ded  petrol  corresponding  to  different  environmental 
categories 
Decision 96!418/EC III- CATEGORY: ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES (cont'd) 
Only LPG, natural gas and methane for local public passenger transport vehicles · 
(Article 1.9 of Council Directive 92/510/EEC of 19 October 1992). 
For LPG,- natural gas and methane  .  · 
(Article 1.9 ofCouncil Decision 92/510/EEC of 19 October 1992). 
Reduction for low-sulphur heavy fuel ( < =  1 %  S)  ,  · 
59 
_ (Article 1.1 of Council Decision 93/697/EEC and Article 1.1 of Council Decision 95/585/EC 
of 22 December I  .  . 
For LPG, natural gas and methane_ 
I.  10 of Council Decision 92/510/EEC 
Exemption for LPG, methane and natural gas for local public passenger transport vehicles 
(Article 1.4 of Council Decision 93/697/EEC of 13  December l993). 
Exemption on waste oils which are re-used as fuel,  either directly after recovery, or following a 
· recyCling process, and the re-use o,f whic~ is subject to duty  -
493 final of 17.11.1994- Tacit  8. 6. 
or vehicles used for local public p<tssenger transport 
(Article 1.12 of Council Decision 92/510/EEC of 19  October 1992). 
For LPG, natural gas and methane used as motor fuel  -
(Article 1.12 ofCouncil_Decision 92/SlO/EEC of 19 October 1992). 
Exemption on waste oils which are re-used as fuel,  either uirectly after recovery, or following a 
recycling process, and the re-use of whid1 is subject to duty  - -
(COM (94) 493  tina! of 17.11.1 ~94 - Tacit Agreeme/11 of  25. 4. 94). 
Application. of differential  rah::s  on  unleaded  petrol  corresponding  to  different environ-mental 
categories 
1.4 of Council Decision 96/273/EC of 22.4.1 
Exemption for biologically produced methane and other waste gases 
(Accession Act).  · 
Request  tor  application  of differential  rates on  tmleaded  petrol  corresponding  to  different 
environmental categories 
(Article 1.3 of Council Decision 96/273/EC of 22.4.1996).  _ 
Reduced rates for diesel and  light' heating oil  in accordance with environmental classifications 
Act. 60 
IV- CATEGORY: REGIONAL POLICIES 
For consumption in the regions of Val d'  Aosta and Gorizia 
(Article 1.8 ofCouncil Decision 92/510/EEC of 19 October 1992) .. 
For consumption in the regions ufUdine and Trieste, until 31  December 1994 
(Article  1.8  of Council  Decision  92/510/EEC  of  19  October  1992).  (Tacit  extension  until 
31.12.98 - COM (95) 493 final ofl7  .11.94). 
Reduction in the rate of  duty for petrol consumed on the territory of "Friuli-Venezia Giulia" 
1.1 of Council Decision 96/273/EC of 22.4.1 
Reduction in  the rate of duty on fuel  oil consumed in  the autoaomous region of Madeira, until 
31  December 1996.  This reduction should not be greater than the additional costs arising from 
'  the transport of the goods in question ·to the place of consumption 
1.5 of Council Decision 95/585/EC of 22 December 1 61 
V- CATEGORY: OTHER POLICIES 
.  - ' 
Exemption for the anned forces of the State 
- (Article 1.4 of Council  Deci~ion 92/510/CE of 19 October 1992). 
!if::tm::mi::JI  b)  Exemption for  .. fuels  used to power the ofticial vehicles of the Ministry of the Presidency,  the 
national police force and the metropolitan bishops  · 
(Council Decision 93/697/EC of 13 December 1993).  ' 
For desalination plants 
'(Artide 1.4 ofCou~cil Decision 92/510/EEC of 19'0ctober 1992). 
Exemption  in  the  framework  of certain  policies  aimed  at  assisting ·areas  suffering  from 
depopulatio~ 
1.6 of Council Decision 92/510/EEC of 19 October 1 
Reduction of 50% on normal rate: (petrol ami LPG) for ambulances 
(Article 1. 8 of Council Pecision 92/51 0/EEC of 19 October 1992). 
Exemption for-the national armed forces that are part of the NATO forces 
(Article 1.8 ot'Council Decision 92/510/EEC of 19 October 1992). 
Exemption for_motors used for the drainage of t1ooded  land 
I.  8 of CounCil Decision 92/510/EEC of 19 October 1 
For the national armed forces  . 
(Article 1.10 of Council Decision 92/510/EEC of 19  October 1992). 
Reduction tor motors used for the drainage of Hooded land, 
(Article 1.10 ofCciuncil Decision 92/510/EECof 19 October 1992). 
Reduction only on gas oil used by desalination plants 
t .1 0 of Council Decision 92/51 0/EEC of 19 October 1 
For the operation of lighthousc:s, 
1.12 of Council Decision 92/51 0/EEC of 19 Ol.!tober  1 62 
Proposal for a 
COUNCIL DECISION 
authorising ·Member States to continue to apply to certain mineral oils, when used for 
specific purposes, existing reduced rates of excise duty or exemptions from excise 
duty, ih accordance with the procedure provided for in  Article 8 (4) of Directive 
92/81/EEC. I' 
63 
Proposal for a 
96\oz.63 {eNS)  - .  .... 
COUNCIL DECISION 
authorising Meinber States to continue to· apply to  certain  mineral oils, when used  for 
specific purposes,· existing.  reduced  rates  of excise  duty or exemptions  from  excise 
duty,  in  accordance with  the  procedure  provided  for  in  .Article  8  (4)  of Directive 
92/81/EEC. 
~-COUNCIL  OF THE ~UROPEAN  UNION, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing-the European Community; 
·-
Having. regard  to  Council  Directive  92/81/EEC  of  19  October  1992  on  the 
harmonisation  of the  structures  of excise  duties  on  minerai  oilsl  arid .in  particular 
Article 8 (4) thereof; 
· Having regard to the proposal from the Commissioni; 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament3; 
Whereas,  pursuant  to  Article  8 (4)  of  Directive  92/81/EEC,  the  Council,  acting 
unaniiJlO\Isly on a pro~sa1·  from. the· Conimis~ion, maY,  authqrise any Member State to 
introduce  exeiJiptions  or· reductions ·in ·the  excise  duty  charged  on  mineral  oils  for. 
special policy considerations;  . 
Whereas,  the Commission  has  been: informed  by  Member States of their intention  to 
continue to apply ·certain such exemptions or reductions which are already provided for 
in  their  taxation  law  or  to  introduce  exemptions  or  reductions  :and  to  whiCh  the 
procedure provided for under the said Article 8 (4) should be applied; ; 
Whereas, the other Member States have been informed thereof; 
2 
3 
.  . 
OJ No L 316, 3 i.10, 1992, jJ,  12 Directive as amended by Directive _94174/EC(OJ No 365, 
3Lq.i994, p. 46).  .  . 64 
Whereas, all of the exemptions and reductions referred to in  Article 1 shall continue to 
have effect until 31  December 1998 for specific policy considerations provided they do 
not give rise to distortions in competition or interfere with th-e  working of the internal 
market;  ' 
Whereas, all the exemptions and reductions referred to in Article 2 shall cease to have 
effect from 31  December 1996; 
Whereas," all the exemptions and reductions referred to in  Article 3 shall be abolished 
· with effect from  1 January_l997; 
Whereas: the reducti_ons  or: exemptions will be regularly reviewed by the Commission 
-to  ensure  their  compatibility  with  the  operation  of the  internal  market  ~d other 
objectives of the Treaty; 
Whereas, pursuant to  Article 8 (6)  of Directive 92/81/EEC, the Council is required to 
review the situation at the latest by 31  December _1996 on the basis of a _report from the 
·Commission; 
HAS ADOPTED-THIS DECISION: 
Article 1 
In  accordance  with  the  provisions  of  Article  8 (4)  and  Article 8 (6)  of  Directive 
92/81/EEC and notwithstanding the obligations imposed by Directive 92/82/EEC of 19 
October 1992 on the approximation of the rates of excise duties on mineral  oils<4>,  the 
followirig Member States are authori~ed to apply or to .continue to apply the reductions 
in  rates  of excise duties  or exemptions  from  excise  duty  herein  specified  until  31 
December 1998:  ' 
1.  in the Kingdom of Belgium: 
4 
for local public passenger transport vehicles, 
for LPG, natural gas and  methane,  · 
for a reduction in the rate of excise duty on heavy fuel oil to encourage the use 
of more environmentally  friendiy  fuels.  Such  reduction  shall be specifically 
linked to sulphur content and  the  rate of duty charged on  heavy  fuel  oil shall 
respect  the  minimum  rate  of duty  on  heavy  fuel  oils.  as  provided  for  in 
Community  law~ in force. 
OJ No L 316, 31.10.1992, p. 12 Direclive as amended by Directive 94174/EC, OJ No 365, 
3Ll2.1994, p. 46 65 
2.  in the Kingdom of  Denmark: · 
- -for partial reimbursement to  the coi11mercial  sector,  provided ,that such  taxes 
are in conformity with. Community provisions and provided that the amount of-
the tax paid and not reimbursed at all times respects the niinimum rates of duty 
_or  monitoring charge on mineral oils as provided for in  Community law,  · 
for local public passenger transport vehicles, 
.for  a  reduction  in  the  rate of duty  on  diesel, to  encour~ge the  use of more 
environment  friendly  fuels  provided  that . such  incentives  'are  linked  to 
·  establishec;l technical characteristics including specific _gravity,  sulphur content, 
distillation point, cetane number and  index and provided that such  rates at all 
times respect the  minimum rates of duty on  mineral  oils  as  provided  for  in 
Community law,  - .  · 
for- the  'application  of  differential  rates'  of- excise  duty  between  petrol 
distributed from petrol stations equipped with a return system· for petrol fumes . 
and petrol distributed from  otl1er petrol stations, provided that such rates at all 
times respect the minimum rates ofexcise duty on.mineral oiis as provided for 
under Community la_w. 
3.  in the Federal Republic of Gerinany: 
for the use of waste hydrocarbon gases as heating fuel, 
on samples of mineral oils intended- for  analysis,  tests  on  production  or for 
other scientific purposes, 
-.  for reductions in .or exemptions from  excise duty for waste oils which are re-
used as fuel, either directly. after recovery or following a recycling process for 
waste oils, and where the re-use is subject to duty. 
4.  in the Hellenic R~public: 
for local public transport vehicles, 
in respect of desalination plants,. 
for LPG _and  methane -used  for industrial purposes. 
5.  in the Kingdom of Spain: 
for LPG, used as motor fuel in  local public transport vehicles, 
for reductions in  or exemptions from  excise duty  for waste oils- whi~h are re-
used as fuel, either directly after recovery or following a recycling process for 
waste oils, and where the re-use- is subject to duty. 
-6.  in the French Republic: 
-- for consumption on the island .of Corsica, provided that the reduced rates at all 
times respect the minimum rates of duty on  mineral oils as provided for under 
Community law,  ·  - ·  · 
for reductions_ in or exemptions from  excise duty for  waste oils which are re-
used as fuel, either directly after recovery or following a recycling process for 
waste oils, and where the re-use is subject to duty. · 7.  in the Italian Republic: 
in ~ocal public passenger transport vehicles,_ 
for waste hydrocarbon gases used as fuel, 
for consumption in the regions of Val d' Aosta and Gorizla:, 
for methane used as. fuel in  motor vehicles, 
66 
for a reduction in  the rate of excise duty on  mineral  oils used  as fuel  in  the 
production of alumina in  Sardinia,  provided that the rate of duty  respects the 
minimum rates of duty ori  mineral oils as provided for under Community law, 
for a reduction in the excise duty on fuel  oil, for the production of steam, and 
for  gas  oil,  used  in  ovens  for  drying  and  'activating'  molecular  sieves  in 
Reggio Calabria; provided that the rate of duty respects the minimum rates of 
duty on mineral oils as provided for under Community law, 
for a:  reduction in  excise duty on petrol consumed on  the territory of Friuli-
Venezia  Giulia,  provided  that  the  rates  of duty  respects  the  minjmum  rate . 
. provided for under Community law, 
for a reduction in  the rate of duty for mineral oils consumed in  the regions of 
Udine and Trieste, provided that the rates of  duty applied respect the minimum 
rates provided for under Comm_unity law. 
8.  in ireland: 
in local. public transport vehicles, 
for the production of alumina in  the Shannon region, 
for LPG, natural gas and  methane used  as  mot~>r fuel, 
for reductions in  or exemptions from  excise duty for waste oils which are re-
. used as fuelf either directly after recovery or following·'a recycling process for 
waste oils, and where the re-use is subject to duty, 
for  differential  rates  of  tax  on  unleaded  petrol  to  reflect  different 
environmental  categories,  provided  that  such  rates  at  all  times  respect  the 
minimum rates of duty on  mineral oils as provided for in Community law. 
9.  in the Grand Duchy ~f  Luxen~bourg: 
in local·public transport vehicles, 
for LPG, _natural  gas and methane, 
for a reduction in  the rate of excise  dti~y on  heavy fuel  oil to encourage the use 
of more erivironmentally  friendly  fuels.  Such  reduction  shall  be  specifically 
linked to sulphur content and  the. rate  of duty charged on  heavy  fuel  oil shall 
respect  the  minimum  rate  of duty  on  heavy  fuel  oils  as  provided  for  in 
Community law iri  force. 
10.  in the Ki~gdom of the Netherlands:  . 
in respect of desalination plants, 
for LPG, natural gas and methane, 67 
11.  in the Republic of Austria: 
for LPG used as motor local public passenger transport vehicles, 
. for an  exemption  (rom excise duty on waste oils which  are re-used  as  fuel, 
either directly after recovery, or following a recycling process for waste oils, 
and the re-use of which is subject to duty, 
natural gas and methane. 
12.  in the Porttigl;lese Republic:  . 
.- to grant relief from  excise duty for LPG, natural gas and  methane-when  used 
as fuel for local public tr~sport; 
for a reduction in excise duty on  fuel  oil  consumed in  the autonomous region 
of Madeira;  this  reduction  may  not  be  greater  than.  the  additional  c_osts 
incurred in transporting the fuel oil to that region, · 
for reductions in or exemptions from  excise duty for waste oils which are re-
used as fuel,  either directly after recovery or followfng a recycling process for 
waste oils, and where the re-use is subject to duty·.  · 
13~ in the Republic of Fin!and: 
.for an exemption from  excise duty for methane and LPG for all purposes, 
for an  exemption  from  excise duty  on  waste ·Oils  which  are re-used  as  fuel, 
. either directly after recovery, or following a recycling process for waste oils, 
and the re-use of which is subject to duty.  ·  ·  ·  · 
14.  in the Kingdom of Sweden: 
for  reduced. excise  duty  rate  fm"·  mineral  oils  used  for  industrial  purposes, 
provided  that  such·  rates  at all  times  respect  the· minimum  rates ·of  duty  on 
mineral oils as provided. for in  Community law. 
for  an  exemption  from  excise  duty  for  biologicaliy  produced  methane  and · 
other waste gases,  ·  ·· 
for  reduced  tax  rates  for  diesel  and  light  heating  oil  in  .accordance  with 
environmental classifications, 
for  differential  rates  of  tax  on  unleaded  petrol  to  reflect  different 
environmental categories,  provided  that  such  rates  at all  times  respect  the 
minimUin rates of duty on  mineral oils as provided for in  Community law. 
15.  in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland: 
for local public passenger transport vehicles, 
- for LPG, natural gas and  n1ethane used as motor fuel; 
for  differential  rates  of  tax  on  unleaded  petrol  to  reflect  different 
environmental  categories,  p_rovided  that  such  rates  at  all  times  respect  the 
_minirnum rates of duty on mineral·oils as provided for in  C:ommunity law, 
for reductions· in or exemptions from  excise duty for waste oils which  are re-
used as fuel,· either directly after recovery ·or following a recycling process for 
waste oils, ;:md  where the re-use is subjeCt to duty. 68 
Article 2 
The following derogations shall cease to have effect from  31  December  ~ 996. 
1.  in the Kingdom of Belgium: 
in respect ofmotors used for the drainage of flooded_ land, 
in  respect  of air  navigation  other  than  that  covered. by  Article  8(l)(b)  of 
Directive 92/81/EEC, 
for navigation in private pleasure craft. 
2.  in the Kingdom of Deni11ark: 
in  respect  of air  navigation  other  than· that  covered  by  Article  8(1)(b)  of 
.Directive 92/81/EEC. 
3.  in  th~ Hellenic Republic: 
for use ~y the armed forces of the State, 
for  a  reduction in  the  rate  of duty  on -diesel  to  encourage  the  use  of. more 
environmentally  friendly  fuels  provided  that  such  inceritives  are  linked  t9 
established technical characteristics including specific gravity, sulphur content, 
distillation point,  cetan~ number and  index and provided that such  rates at all 
times  respect the  minimum  rates  of duty  on  mineral  oils  as  provided  for  in 
Community law, 
for navigation in private pleasure craft not registered in  Greece, 
to  grant relief from  the  excise  duty  on  mineral  oils for  fuels  intended  to  be 
.used  to  power  the  official  vehicles  of the  Ministry  of the  Presidency,  the 
national police force and  the metropolitai1 bishops. 
4.  in the French Republic: 
for fuel used ii't  taxis withi.n  the limits of an annual-quota, 
·in  respect  of air  navigation  other  than  that  covered  by  Article  8(l)(b)  of 
Directive 92/81/EEC. 
in  the framework  of certain 'policies  aimed  at  assisting  areas  suffering  from 
· depopulation, 
5.  in the Italian Republic: 
in  respect  of air  navigation  other  than  that  covered  by  Article  8  (l)(b) ·of 
Directive 92/81/EEC, 
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in respect of  .motors used  for the drainage of tlooded land, 
in respect of ambulances,  -
in respect of the national armed forces. 
6.  in Ireland: . 
in motor' vehicles used by the disabled~ 
in the operation of lighthouses, 
in  respect of  air  n~vigation other  than  that  covered  by  Article  8  (l)(b)  of 
Directive 92/81/EEC,  ·  _ 
-for navigation in private pleasure craft. 
7.  in the Kingdom~of  the Netherlands: 
in respect of the national armed forces, 
in respect of motors used  for the drainage of flooded land, 
on  samples of minerai  oils intended  for  analysis,  tests· on  production  or for 
other scientific purposes~ 
8. in the Portuguese Republic: 
in  respect  of air  navigation  other  than  that  covered  by  Article  8(1)(b)  of 
Directive 92/81/EEC. 
9.  _in  the Republic of Finland: 
for an  exemption  from  excise duty  for  mineral  oils  used  for  private pleasure 
craft..  , 
10.  in the Kingdom of Sweden: 
for an  exemption from  excise duty on  aviatiori gasoline and  aviation  kerosene 
-used for private pleasure tlying: 
11.  in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and  Northern  lrel~n~: 
for navigation in  private pleasure craft,-
T  in  respect  of air  navigation other  than  that  covered  by  Article  8(l)(b)  of 
Directive 92/81/EEC;-
in the operation of  lighthouses. 
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Article 3 
l.  Council  Decisions  92/510/EECs,  93/697/EC6,  95/585/EC7,.  96/273/ECS  and 
96/418/EC9 are abolished with effect from 1 January 1997. 
2.  The  following  authorisations  which  were  granted  following  requests  made  for 
·specific policy considerations and which are to be deemed to have been tacitly decided 
by the Council after the expiry of the two month deadline provided for in Article 8.4 of 
Directive 92/81/EEC are abolished with effect from  1 January 1997: 
That granted to Germany following its request of 15  March 1994 which. was notified to 
Member States by the Commission on 7 April1994. 
That granted  to·  Spain  following  its  request of 17  May  1994  which  was  notified  to 
Member States by the Commission on 17 June 1994. 
That granted to ,France following its request of l3 December 1993  which was notified 
to Member States by the Commission on 7 Aprll1994.  · 
.. 
That granted to France following its request of 23  November 1994 which  was notified 
to Member States by the Commission ·on  19 December 1994.  -
'  ' 
That granted  to  Italy following  its  request of 15  March  1994  which  was  notified  to 
Member States by the Commission on 5 Ap~ll994. 
That granted  to  Ireland  following  its  request of 30 July  1993  which  was  notified  to 
Member States by the Commission ori  15 September 1993. 
That granted-to Portugal following  its request of 11  March  1994  w~ich was notified to 
Member States by the Commission on 7 Apri1·1994. 
That granted to  the United Kingdom following  its  request of 20 January  1994  which 
· was.notifi.ed to Member s·iates by the Commission on 24 February 1994. 
Article 4 
This Decision is addressed to the Member States. 
Done at 
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